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Foreword

After the fall of the communist system the perception of the
borders’ role and the border areas has changed radically. From
divergent areas with a predominantly military and defense-oriented
function they have become convergent and promotion-oriented areas
of crossborder cooperation. Romania’s geographical position within
the European architecture has triggered profound mutations in terms
of the borders’ role. At present, 13 years after the fall of communism
which has promoted and maintained the close-type border, we can
note a differential evolution with regards to the permeability of
Romania’s border sectors. This aspect has an impact on crossborder
cooperation and mainly on human mobility.
Furthermore, the present study does not aim for an analysis of
the features which strengthen Romania’s position in a Europe, whose
defining criteria and territorial perception are changing perpetually.
We shall nonetheless state that, the present study has a territorial
basis which overlaps a geographical Europe, stretching from the
Atlantic Ocean to the Ural Mountains.
Crossborder cooperation in the Central and East-European
space of the former communist countries comes more and more to
the forefront of the economic social and political landscape as a
modern trend to change the borders’ role, from cleavage to
convergent areas meant to change the state’s periphery into
economic development nuclei. In the same context domestic and
international human mobility in the border areas, among which
mainly the latter highlights to a great extent the level and
cooperation degree among these states on the one hand and between
them and the European Union’s space on the other hand. If under
communism there is a relative uniformity in terms of the persons’
7
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free movement, after the fall of communism this issue has become
ever more complex and in many cases hard to grasp for certain
countries’ population. A state hierarchy was set up gradually on
economic grounds with important consequences on cross-border
cooperation of all types and at all levels. Important mutations have
been registered in 13 years in terms of cross border human mobility
to the level of all countries of the former communist space.
Of the collaboration forms, namely the set up of some regional
structures which include these areas we refer to the bilateral and
trilateral euroregional agreements, the bilateral agreements between
localities situated on one side and the other of the border and not
least the diplomacy relations. All these aim to create some commune
socio-economic structures relying on trust and mutual advantage.
Furthermore the problems which impede the set up of these
structures rely on the economic and political differences of these
countries as well as presence in to the European Union.
The period which succeeds the communist one marked almost
half of a century in the life of an important number of states form
Central and Eastern Europe and is perceived at Romania’s level as
transitory to a Western-type European system with a market
economy. Besides the economic aspects, the demographic ones show
a great importance in a country’s development strategy through the
dynamics registered within this time lapse, through the natural
changes intervening in the ethnic and confessional structure.
Along this material we aim for an analysis of the evolution of
Romanian borders’ role in the post communist period, of the cross
border cooperation premises through the assessment of the
Romanian borders’ potential, all these at the turn of millenniums and
under the pressure of the integration process into the European
Union and NATO.
The Author
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Chapter 1

ROMANIA – EUROPEAN COUNTRY.
POLITICAL AND GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES

Last two centuries of European history have entered in
existing yellowed archives of European chancelleries temporal
sequences with relatively uniform cycles regarding structuring the
European political space. Without specifying the exact dates we can
mention, in this context, that nearly every half-century (almost a
generation) have emerged new guidelines regarding the
functionality of European economic and political space. Of course it
should be noted that these events -even if they had regional
manifestations- have been reflected on the entire Continent.
Revolution of 1848, Unification of the Romanian Principalities in
1859 (fig. 2), the First and the Second World War and, implicitly, the
establishment of communism in Central and Eastern Europe, the fall
of communism and, at the turn of the millennium, the formation and
progressive enlargement of the European Union may be considered
“thresholds” in determining the territorial and functional dynamics of
European political-territorial assembly, and therefore of the
Romanian one.

9
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Romania is in the category of European states which, by
geographical location, was always in the middle of these situations
that were not always favourable to the Romanian political territorial
assembly. One fact is clear: Romania has been, is and will remain a
European country as an absolute position (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Romania. Geographical (absolute) position at the European continental level
(Data source: the distance to extremely points of the continent after „România. Atlas istoricogeografic”, Editura Academiei Române,1996)

Restoration of the Romanian political territory was always
under the influence of the above-mentioned thresholds. Middle of
the XIX Century, namely 1859, January 24, remains marked in history
by joining the two Romanian principalities under the same Leader
(fig. 2). Moldovan Principality and Romanian Principality gathered
under the sceptre of one of the great leaders of the Romanians,
Voivode (Prince) Alexandru Ioan Cuza.
Later, the end of the First World War, which represented a
second important milestone in the evolution of the Romanian state,
established on December First 1918 the Union of all territories
inhabited by Romanians (Ungureanu, 2000; fig. 2), a fact recognized
by Paris Peace Conference organized by the winning powers in the
10
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world conflict. Mid twentieth century, namely the Second World
War left deep traces in history of Central Europe by establishing the
communist system. The attempt of ideological, economic, social
”smoothing” of the countries located in the ”socialist camp” was
demolished after 45 years of attempts. Therefore, at the turn of the
millennium, Europe and consequently Romania faces a new
challenge: to build and create a functional system - the European
Union.

Figure 2. Romania. Geographical position and territorial evolution after Unification of
the Romanian Principalities in 1859,
(Data sources: „România. Atlas istorico-geografic”,1996; Kocsis (ed) South-Eastern Europe in Maps, 2007)

In an enlarged Europe from Atlantic Ocean to the Ural
Mountains, Romania occupies a central continental position (Săgeată,
2002), assertion reinforced by the close values of distances from these
political areas to the outermost points of the continental assembly
(fig. 1).
Located midway between the Equator and North Pole, in the
temperate zone, sectioned by 450 North latitude parallel, Romanian
11
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political area is 2800 km from mainland Northern extremity, 2600 km
from East, 2750 km from West and only 1050 km from South (Fig. 1;
source: Geography of Romania, vol. I, 1983, 21).
Another argument to that effect derives from the presence,
north of the border with Ukraine, on the upper Tisa River, in the
Northern Maramureş historical area, near the town Dilove (former
Trebuşeni), of a monument dating from the Austro-Hungarian
period (1887). This monument is joined by another one of Soviet
origin (1977). Both of them indicate the Geographic Centre of Europe
(Cristea, 2004), (fig. 3).

Figure 3. Geographical Center of Europe near Romanian-Ukrainian border (at
the Tisa river entrance on the Romanian territory) near Ukrainian village
Dilove (Transcarpathia Region).

Position of Romania in the transitional temperate-continental
climate is fully evidenced by the route across the country of ”the
Romanian segment” of the 450 parallel, at the south of the Southern
Carpathians and the presence of 250 east longitude meridian that
divides Romania, on the north-south direction, in two parts,
approximately equal.
12
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From the territorial extension point of view, Romanian
territory lies on 40 37’ 59’’ latitude and on 90 25’ 40’’ longitude, with
the following localities as extreme points (Geography of Romania,
vol. 1, 1983), (fig. 4):
-At North, Horodiştea village, situated on Prutului shores, in
Păltiniş commune, Botoşani County, near border with Ukraine, at 480 15’
06’’ Northern latitude1;
- At East, Sulina town, situated where Sulina river, part of the
Danube flows into the Black Sea, in the sector of Romania maritime
border, at 290 41’ 24’’ Eastern longitude 2;
-At South, Zimnicea town, the Southern extreme point, is situated
on the Danube shores3, at 430 37’ 07’’ Southern latitude;

Figure 4. Romania. Physical-Geographical and Administrative (NUTS 3) map and
extremes points of Romanian territory.
The extreme point is located in the middle Prut river bed (a little bit more to the North of
the one mentioned) according to the principle of marking the state border in this area.
2 If you consider waters of the Black Sea, the Eastern extreme point of political territory of
Romania is 12 nautical miles (22.224 km) East of Sulina.
3 The extreme point is actually farther South, on the middle course of the Danube, according
to the principle of tracing the boundary in the Danube sector between Romania and
Bulgaria.
1
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In the contemporary European geopolitical context, in terms
of dimension and population number, Romania is one of the largest
countries of the European continent. With a surface of 238.391 sqkm,
Romania is the largest state in the Central-Southern part of Europe
and the third in the Danube basin after Ukraine and Germany. With
this surface, Romania occupies position 11 of the total number of 54
states existent at the beginning of the third millennium, cupping
4,8% of the European geographical space (except for the countries of
ex- URSS).

Figure 5. European States after territorial extension, after A-L. Sanguin (World level;
1977) adapted by Al. Ilieş (European level; 1999)

In a typological classification of the European states, due to its
dimension, Romania belongs to big states category, while at
worldwide level, corresponding to the classification proposed by
Sanguin (1977) and adapted by Ilieş (1999), Romania belongs to small
states category, between 100,000 and 250,000 sqkm (fig. 5).
From the point of view of organization form, Romania
belongs to the category of unitary states (about 90 % of the world
14
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states have this form of administrative organization), sovereign4 (fig.
6), whose capital - Bucharest municipality (2 million inhabitants) is
included in the category of the millionaire cities of the European
continental assembly.

Figure 6. European States by shape of territorial-administrative organisation (State
Level) and type of Government (2009)

The integrative logics of the Romanian territorial system have
in view the creation of a highly homogeneous society comprised
between its administrative limits. By cumulating all these features as
state Romania is enlisted in the synthetic definition of such a
territorial-political structure that presupposes its existence in
dependency of the existence of fix rapports between a community and a
territory, refound in a definition accepted on international level
according to which “state is an independent political unity that occupies a
well-defined territory, permanently populated, having a total sovereignty
upon its internal and external affairs” (Bodocan, 1997, 58).
During the pre-accession phase, Romania tried to harmonize
4

Issue clearly defined in the new Romanian’s Constitution, resulting from the proposed
changes that were approved by national referendum in October, 2003.
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and make compatible legislative aspects and territorialadministrative ones with those of the European Union. Now, from
the point of view of administrative-territorial organization, Romania
is structured on three levels (fig. 7): state (level I), 41 counties and
Bucharest municipality (level II) and 263 municipalities and towns
and more than 2000 communes (level III).

Figure 7. European States by shape of territorial-administrative organisation (State
Level) and type of Government (2009)

In the new European political context, as an element of
novelty and as an intermediate structure in the administrativeterritorial hierarchy, on Romanian territory have been settled eight
territorial-statistics regions (development regions), determining thus
a new level, correspondent to European system NUTS II and which
is interpolated between state and county. As territorial extension,
these correspond largely to the territories existent in Romania during
the period between the two wars. The fall of communism at the end
of the last millennium, the new regional geopolitical context,
especially the one after 1990, determined a new typological and
16
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functional structure of Romanian borders in rapport with the new
neighbour (fig. 8.a-f.).

Figure 8.a. Romania and its contiguous
territorial-political systems until 1990

Figure 8.b. Romania and its contiguous
territorial-political systems between 1990- 2002

Figure 8.c. Romania and its contiguous
territorial-political systems between 2002- 2004
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Figure 8.d. Romania and its contiguous territorialpolitical systems between 2004- 2007

Figure 8.e. Romania and its contiguous territorialpolitical systems between 2007- 2009

Therefore, after half a century of contiguity with USSR, at the
moment, in the same sector, at North, Romania borders Ukraine, at
East Moldova Republic and Ukraine in the Danube sector. The
stability characterizes the sector at South-Eastern side of Black Sea, at
South with Bulgaria and North-West with Hungary. Changes
appeared in the South-Western part, where ex-Socialist Federal
Republic Yugoslavia, of higher dimensions, restricted to a smaller
area that includes starting with 2006 (Montenegro became
18
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independent state) Serbia. The dynamic of the territorial-political
systems is presented in the figures 8.a-f..

Figure 8.f. Romania and its contiguous territorial-political systems
after 2009

Figure 9. Romania. Border’s sectors
(data sources: Romanian Police Guard – www.politiadefrontiera, 2009)

In these new conditions, the 3,248.9 km that represents the
total length of Romania state border, is structured as follows:
19
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444.7 km with Hungary, 546.7 km with Serbia, 631.3 km with
Bulgaria, 681.3 km with Republic of Moldavia, 649.4 km with
Ukraine and 295.5 km of maritime coast to Black Sea (data sources:
Romanian Police Guard; www.politiadefrontiera, 2009; Fig. 9).
In the present geopolitical context one can identify more and
more “an absolute position of the state - that presupposes its particular
place and a relative position – that results from the state insertion in
one combination with other state (Sanguin, 1977, 1992). Gottman said
that “geographical position is the most important characteristic of a
territory. It is the most important characteristic in politics, because position
defines the relationships system, situating this territory, this compartment
of spaces in its rapports with all the other compartments with which direct
communications exist or not.” From here the geopolitical position is
individualized that normally results from the connection of such
elements as: geographical location, natural and human potential,
political rapports, territorial image and space cohesion (Ianoş, 2002)
as well as economical and military rapports with the neighbouring
states (Verhasselt, 1997; Ilieş, 2001), with the regional and worldwide
powers. Rapports of forces and major spheres of influence often
generate changes in geopolitical position of that state (Simion,1998, 33).
„Position expresses by excellence idea that a state exists from a
geopolitical point of view only through its reporting to the closest or farthest
environment” (Kleinschmager, 1993). Very important for this aspect
are the presence of the lower Danube on about 1.000 km on the
territory of Romania and, as well, contiguity with Black Sea
(Bolintineanu, 1960), from where the essential attributes of Romania
- Danube and Pontian country. Given these conditions, Romania
belongs to the group of states favoured by geographical position to
access the Planetary Ocean. There are not very few the situations
when the position of a state annihilated the handicap of territorial
dimension, especially by its location on important circulation axes.
This aspect determined, in time, situations when states of smaller
dimensions got regional and international importance by acquiring
an important status as an important circulation knot.
State shape, (Muir, 1981; Kleinschmager, 1993; Claval, 1994;
Glassner, 1995; Thual, 1996; Bodocan, 1997; Ilieş, 1999; Costachie,
20
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2004) as well as size and geographical position, plays an important
role in a series of issues as: the centrality of territory, control of policy
makers, the network routes and means of communication,
population distribution, economic development strategies etc. This
feature of states is called by Sanguin (1977) territorial morphometry.
From the multiple of shapes mentioned in the literature devoted, the
ideal form is the one that includes a maximum territory within a
minimum of borders. A series of other characteristics related to the
relief morphology may occur creating obstacles or, on the contrary,
may facilitate the development of the relations of all kinds within a
state. Ideal configuration is compact state, the shape, without
morphological barriers, approaches the square or circle.
On the European continent there is large number of states
approaching the form (Belgium, Belarus, France, Poland, Hungary
a.s.o.). Romania can also be included in this category of states, aspect
supported by the distances marking the extreme points of Romanian
territory. Thus, North-South axis, between Horodiştea and Zimnicea
sums up 525 km, and West-East axis, between Beba Veche and Sulina
740 km5 (fig. 4).
Approaching the ideal form can be calculated through a series
of formulas, among which we mention compactness ratio6 or other
determination and analysis formulas of the states shape proposed by
Hagget and Chorley7 or of Cole8 (quoted by Bodocan, 1997, 77).
In case of Romania, compactness ration is 1.14 that places
Romania, at European level, among countries with the closest shape
To this value is added the Romanian marine waters extended on 12 nautical miles offshore,
about 22 km.
6 Compactness ratio (Rc) results from reporting the length of land and sea borders (Lf) to the
area of land (St) by the formula Rc = (Lf/St)100. The closer the resulting value is to 1.0, the
more the state approaches the ideal form of compact state.
7 In this case, formula If = 1.27 A/L2 formula, where A is the area of State (sqkm) and L is the
length of the long axis. And in this case result a 1.0 index value for the ideal form of circle,
falling below this value as the shape is more elongated (Hagget and Chorley, quoted by
Bodocan, 1997, 77).
8 He proposes that the area of the state examined (As) to be divided by the area of its
smallest circle (Ac) and the result is multiplied by 100 (If = 100As/Ac). In these
circumstances, the circle has the value 100, hexagon 83, equilateral triangle 34, AND
square 64. France has a rate of 57.5 (Muir, 1981, quoted by Bodocan, 1997, 77).
5
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to the ideal model, that includes a maximum of territory in a
minimum borders. Accordingly the same figures, at European level,
note the concentration of a group of states with an index close to 1.0
in the Eastern half of the continent, plus France and Spain in the
Western side of the continent. It should be noted that the closest
value to 1.0 is that of Poland –1.04, the European state with the most
compact shape. At the opposite end are states with important sectors
of maritime borders, which due to the different types of coasts
(fjords, type rijas, Dalmatian etc), representing their maritime border,
have values more distant from the ideal model.
In terms of demography, by 21,698,181 million inhabitants who
registered in 2002, Romania has the 8th position in Europe, with such
a similarity in terms of population and territorial size. Population
density is 94.5 inhabitants/sqkm, amount by which Romania is
under the European average. The number of population may now be a
strong argument regarding the position of Romania in the new
European political whole, namely in important structures of crossborder cooperation (Ianoş, 2001) European Union like Parliament
and EU Council of Ministers (Ilieş, 2002).
Table 1. Romania. Ethnical structure and maternal tongue after 1992 and 2002 Census
(Data sources: Romanian’s Census, 1992, 2002; www.insee.ro, 2003)
1992
Nr

Ethnie

1
2
3
4
5

Romanians
Hungarians
Gypsies
Germans
Ukrainians
RussiansLipovens
Turks
Tatars
Serbians
Slovaks
Bulgarians
Croats
Greeks
Juifs
Czechs
Pollens
Italians
Armenians
Other
No declare
TOTAL

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

2002

Number

%

20.408.542
1.624.959
401.087
119.452
65.764

89,5 19.409.400
7,1 1.434.377
1,8
535.250
0,5
60.088
0,3
61.353

38.606

0,2

Number

36.397

%
89,5
6,6
2,5
0,3
0,3

2002
from
1992
95,1
88,3
133,4
50,3
93,3

0,2

94,3

29.832
0,1
32.596
0,2
24.596
0,1
24.137
0,1
29.408
0,1
22.518
0,1
19.594
0,1
17.199
0,1
9.851
8.092
4.085
6.786
3.940
6.513
8.955
5.870
5.797
3.938
4.232
3.671
1.356
3.331
1.957
1.780
7.246
18.950
766
5.935
22.810.035 100,0 21.698.181 100,0

109,3
98,1
76,6
87,8
82,1
166,1
165,3
65,5
67,9
86,7
245,6
91,0
261,5
774,8
95,8

1992

Maternal
tongue

Number

Romanian
Hungarian
Romannes
German
Ukrainian

20.683.406
1.639.135
166.635
98.530
63.585

Russian
Turkish
Tatars
Serbian
Slovaks
Bulgarian
Croatian
Greek
Idish
Czech
Polski
Italian
Armenian
Other
No declare
TOTAL

31.447

2002
%

Number

90,7 19.741.356
7,2 1.447.544
0,7
241.617
0,4
45.129
0,3
57.762
0,1

29.890

%
91,0
6,7
1,1
0,2
0,3

2002
from
1992
95,4
88,3
145,0
45,8
90,8

0,1

95,0

27.587
0,1
28.714
0,1
22.754
0,1
21.482
0,1
0,1
20.377
0,1
33.664*
18.283
0,1
16.108
0,1
9.421
6.747
6.355
2.605
4.146
964
1.100
4.953
3.339
3.047
2.755
3.253
18.415
766
5.345
22.810.035 100,0 21.698.181 100,0

104,1
94,4
60,5
88,1
71,6
159,2
114,1
67,4
90,4
566,1
697,8
95,8

* at the 1992 Census was registered Serbian-Croatian tongue language
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In terms of ethnicity, maternal language and confessional
structure, resulting from the free declaration of persons, ethnic and
confessional, the structure, in 2002 Census contained a population
consisting of 89.5 % Romanians as a majority, 91.0 % citizens with
Romanian as a native language and Orthodox 86,7 % (Fig. 10, tab. 1
and tab. 2).
As you can see in Table 1, at level of Romania, about 10.5 % of
the population represents ethnic minorities, of which the most
numerous are Hungarians (6.6 %) and Gypsy/Rroma (2.5 %) a.s.o.
Regarding the dynamics of these ethnic groups, between 1992-2002,
noted, on the background of an overall demographic regression, a
demographic increase at Croatian, Gypsy/Rroma, Turkish, Greek
ethnicity due to natural increase and Italian due to migratory
increase.
Table 2. Romania. Confessional structure after 1992 and 2002 Census
(Data sources: Romanian’s Census, 1992, 2002; www.insee.ro, 2003)
1992
NR

RELIGION

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Orthodox
Roman-Catholic
Greek-Catholic
Reformat
Pentecostal
Baptist
Adventist
Unitarian
Muslim
Chrétien Evangelic
Chretien old rite
Evangelic Lutheran sinodo-presbiterian
Evangelic Augustan
Mosaic
Armenian
Evangelic
Other
Without religion
undeclared
TOTAL

Number
19.802.389
1.161.942
223.327
802.454
220.824
109.462
77.546
76.708
55.928
49.963
28.141
21.221
39.119
9.670
88.557
34.645
8.139
22.810.035

* under 0.1 %
2002

%

Number

86,8 18.806.428
5,1 1.028.401
1,0
195.481
698.550
3,5
1,0
330.486
0,5
129.937
0,3
97.041
0,3
66.846
0,2
67.566
0,2
46.029
0,1
39.485
0,1
26.194
11.203
0,2
6.179
*
775
18.758
0,4
87.225
0,2
23.105
*
18.492
100,0 21.698.181

%
86,7
4,7
0,9
3,2
1,5
0,6
0,4
0,3
0,3
0,2
0,2
0,1
0,1
*
*
0,1
0,4
0,1
0,1
100,0

2002 (%)
from
1992
95,0
88,5
87,5
87,1
149,7
118,7
125,1
87,1
120,8
92,1
140,3
123,4
28,6
63,9
98,4
66,7
227,2
95,8

At the opposite side, are situated the Germans (migrants in
the largest part), Hungarians, Serbians, Slovakians and Bulgarians,
whose general negative demographic census results due to the
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natural deficit, as well as due to the migration of a significant
number of persons of to these minority groups, especially the young
generation.
Although, at the level of the same political area religious
ecumenism is determined by the existence together with the
predominantly Orthodox cult, of a significant number of other
traditional religions and more recent ones (table 2) that concentrates
13.3 % of the population of Romania.
Among these, the religions most ponderous are: RomanCatholic 4.7 %, Reformed 3.2 %, Pentecostal 1.5 %, Greek-Catholic
0.9 % a.s.o. At the same time observe the whole Romanian territory a
“decline” in terms of number of practising members among
traditional churches, remarking in parallel an increase of the number
of the new churches followers, the protestant and neo-protestant
ones (table 2).

Figure 10. Romania. Ethnic and Confessional Structure in 2002
(data sources: Romanian Census, 2002; www.insee.ro)

Current and future importance of Romania, as a European
country, its geopolitical position, given the present political and
economic context, on a pre-existent geographical background in
terms of territorial expansion (Europe from Atlantic to Ural
Mountains), are consequences of political, social and economic
aspects fusion that characterizes this state.
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Chapter 2

2. EUROPEAN PROSPECTS ON GEOPOLITICAL
POSITION OF ROMANIA IN THE NEW EUROPEAN
POLITICAL WHOLE

The European territorial and political system was marked by fast
progress, restructure and reset in a dominant sphere after World War
II., and a certain bi-polarity caused by the two opposing blocks: the
Western and the Socialist. The bi-polar Europe did not suffer any
significant mutations considering territorial and political restructures,
being rather a period of consolidation of the two political sub-systems.
The last significant structural changes considering European sphere
have occurred after World War I., which resulted in the disintegration
of the Empires (Turkish, Austro-Hungarian, Russian), and the
independence of national states. The period between 1949 and 1990
can be considered as static from the restructured-territorial point of
view; being predominantly marked by an ideological conflict, by a
media dominated "Cold War". The last decade of the 2nd millennium
remains marked in the European history by the disintegration of the
Socialist system, by the transformation of the European political
sphere into one marked with continuous restructurings because of the
disappearance of a state-system, the construction of another new,
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better or less viable (EU, CIS). At the moment the most utter
phenomena of the 3rd millennium is the extension and the
consolidation of the EU, especially towards the Eastern part of the
continent. The 7 waves of extension and integration, beginning with
1958, proves the Europeans wish to create a protective structure,
which, at the same time, does not alter their national, regional and
local identity (Ilieş and al., 2006). Of course, the dynamism of the
political sphere first implies the alignment or consolidation of a border
with the consequences that reside in this process, especially from the
multiplication of the number of the states, and the dependence from
35 (including Turkey) in 1949 to 50 in 2006. With this study we suggest
to realize the radiography of the EU's borders dynamism, starting
from the idea that the re-situation of a state into or opposite of a
certain territorial-political system inevitably results in important
social, economical, cultural and demographic modifications
considering border and adjacent trans-border. The steps and process
towards the making of the EU, beginning in 1958, have determined a
system of borders with a complex function and continuously changing
roles among the majority of the states involved (Horga, 1998; Foucher,
2002)

2.1. Geopolitical characteristics and the dynamic of the
interstate frontiers since the formation of ECCS9
The constitution of ECCS9 in 1952 first aimed an economical
matter without focusing on what was going to happen at the level of
the state frontiers’ role, functions and dynamics. Gradually another
European super state frontier has come into shape, made up by
segments of associated states, the second after the USSR one which
was extended as a consequence of World War II. Therefore at the two
ends of the continent two opposite economic and political systems
develop that would politically and structurally affect the entire
geographical space of the old continent. Thus, starting with 1952, in
Western Europe, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, Luxemburg and
Holland will shape the core of a super state structure which
9

European Community of Coal and Steel;
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nowadays includes a significant part of Europe. The frontiers of these
states will receive special attributes, and from this point on we can
start talking about the appearance of two new concepts related to the
notion of border/frontier: the contiguous frontiers to the member
states will become segments of the internal frontier, while the
contiguous frontiers to the neighbour states of the ECCS will become
segments of the external frontier. Most of the national states
individualized after World War I (1918) as a consequence of the
dissolution of certain empires, were situated between the above
mentioned nucleus and USSR10. Naturally, for this block of states
“unassimilated” in super state structures (only ideological blocks)
there is a single concept – that of the state frontier, although on the
real level some of their segments come into direct contact with the
super state structures. In fact there were two categories of external
frontiers for these states too, whose features were determined by the
political and territorial contiguous structure i.e.: interstate frontiers
as well as frontiers formed as a result of the contiguity of a state to a
super state structure. For example, the frontier separating Spain and
France had a double attribute: as an interstate frontier and an
external frontier between ECCS and Spain. Just the same in Eastern
Europe on the same route there was the Romanian-Ukraine frontier
as well as the frontier between Romania and USSR.
2.1.1. The transition from ECCS to EC (1952-1972)
The frontier system of ECCS. In 1952 the 6 states nucleus
forming ECCS was totalizing 1,276,999 sqkm, and had direct access
to all important seas in South (Mediterranean Sea, Tyrrhenian Sea,
Adriatic Sea and Ionic Sea) and to the West side of the continent
(Atlantic Ocean, English Channel and North Sea). Inside the new
structure dominated by economic matters, the study of the frontiers’
characteristics represented a priority only in the case of economical
10

The 15 states of the USSR did not benefit of the same level of independence and external
representation (only Ukraine and Belarus had the UNO member status) as those in the
Western block, the situation being influenced also by the ways and instruments of
constituting the two structures (voluntary association in the case of EEC and territorial
annexation in the case of USSR).
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and customs functions, the political aspect being less important. The
form, size and geographical position of the associated states issued a
political and territorial system marked and divided by 20,623.9 km of
frontier, traced on a morphologically and structurally diverse
support. The freedom of inter-state motion, the control of human and
goods exchanges at the customs are aspects of profound implications
at the social and economical level in the formation of a shared
European space. The systemic complexity increases in the case of the
desire to interconnect and multiply the contiguous systems of the
frontiers functions situated on new geographical co-ordinates as a
consequence to the two World Wars and to the ideological and
political systems that occurred and expressed within the European
space. Between 1952 and 1972 the importance of the functions within
the systemic structure of the interstate frontiers encountered certain
stability, especially in regard to the control of human and goods
exchanges actually carried out by the presence of customs at the
interstate frontiers. Gradually though, the new concept of external
frontier to EC11 appears and another concept –that of external
frontier formed of marginal segments of state frontiers– seems to
distinguish, in parallel with a diminution of the internal frontiers’
functions from inside the super state structure. From the structural
point of view, the frontier system of ECCS used to have the following
characteristics:
-The external frontier was formed by 31 segments, of different
lengths, traced on a continental support (16) and maritime (15). The
continental frontier is characterized by discontinuity, complementarity with the maritime ones and grouping on three different
morphographic and morphometric sectors: the continuous Eastern
sector comprising 8 sectors from the Baltic Sea to the Adriatic Sea
with a length of 4,934.4 km; the Southern sector from the Biscayan
Gulf to the Mediterranean Sea shorter and formed by only 3,698 km
long sectors; the group of the 7 closed enclave sectors, with a 102.5
km length generated by exclaves (Western Berlin, Campione in
Switzerland), enclaves (Llivia - France, Büsingen in Germany) and
11

In 1958 ECCO becomes the Economic European Community (EEC) later the European
Community (EC).
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ministates (San Marino and Vatican). Within this category only the
sector France/Monaco is a linear one.
-In the maritime segment of the external frontier there are 15
segments which comprise 11,633.5 km length, grouped in 4
alignments determined by the seas and oceans of the associated
states, in the form of shores, as well as by the partial insular nature of
certain states: the Western maritime alignment consisting of the two
French segments (the Atlantic one and the segment equivalent to the
English Channel; 2,075 km), The Belgian segment (65.5 km), The
Dutch segment (1,200 km) and the German segment (477 km) with
direct access to the Atlantic Ocean, the English Channel and the
North Sea with a 3,817.5 km length; the Northern alignment
corresponding to the West-German maritime frontier from the Baltic
Sea with a 220 km length; the Mediterranean maritime alignment
consisting of 3 Italian segments (7,456 km) and two French segments
(617 km) with a total length of 8,073 km. The closed maritime
segment determined by the insular territorial waters from inside the
associated states (Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica). Other 6 external interstate
maritime segments might be added determined by the breadth of the
territorial waters situated at the edge of ECCS each with a length of
22.2 km, totalizing 133.2 km.
-The internal frontier comprised 9 continental interstate
segments with a total length of 117.5 km (15 % of the total) out of
which 2,761.5 km were exclave, having access to the North Sea and
the Mediterranean Sea. The internal enclave frontier comprised 3
segments in the Luxemburg area with a 356 km length. In the
maritime sector there are 4 segments, each of 22.2 km (12 sea miles)
corresponding to the width of the territorial waters which flank the
shore line of the ECCS states totalizing 88.8 km; Another sector can
be added to the above mentioned the French-Italian segment
between Sardinia and Corsica.
The first nucleus of associated states that formed the
nowadays EU identifies itself geographically with a Western
position, mainly continental, with a maritime aspect wider than the
continental one, bi-maritime, reduced insular aspect, with a low
number of islands and large surface. The internal frontier segments
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are diverse morpho-graphically and morphologically, with a variety
of routes, discontinuous and sinuous. Taking into consideration the
statute of some extra-continental territories as parts of certain
associated states we can mention the existence of some external
frontiers ECCS1 extra-European on the South American, such as the
French Guyana and Brazil with a 1,183 km, and also the closed
maritime ones inside the overseas French territories Martinique,
Guadalupe (in Caribbean) and Reunion (the Indian Ocean). The
contiguity of the Western area to the socialist one existed in 2 sectors:
a Northern one West-German/East-German (1,381 km on land and
22.2 km in the maritime sector) and WestGerman/Czechoslovak (356
km) and a Southern one, continental Adriatic and maritime
Italian/Yugoslav (232 km on land and 48 km in the maritime
segment).

Figure 11. Europe. Border and States in 1957

Situated in the Western end of the continental space, with a
wide opening to the Atlantic Ocean and the North Sea in the West
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and the Mediterranean Sea in the South, the external EEC frontier
only included 5,734.9 km (32.7 %) of land frontier, the greatest part of
it, meaning 11,771.5 km (67.3%) being represented by the maritime
frontier (the coast line/the main one and the interstate maritime
segment). The greatest part of the external frontier was covered by
Italy, Germany and French while at the internal level the most
complex as well as the longest frontier segment was the French/
Belgian one (620 km) followed by the German/Dutch one (567 km).
2.1.2. European Community extension on the South-North line
(1973-1986)
The first enlargement EC wave January 1st 1973 aimed an
extension towards the Northern part of Western Europe (Fig. 12)
including the insular state structures Great Britain and Ireland and
the insular-continental ones: Denmark, thus adding 357,472 sqkm,
finally totalizing a 1,526,030 sqkm extension of EC12.
Under these new circumstances the EC architecture aside from
continental structures also included the greatest insular part of
Western Europe. The systemic complexity of the EC external frontier
was a result of the maritime frontier’s extension, all the three new
member states mostly having maritime frontiers. Within the internal
frontiers’ category there are two segments: the Dutch/West-German
one (68 km) and the Irish/British one (North-Irish, 483 km) totalizing
a 551 km length. With this new extension wave, the Southern
Tyrrhenian Sea, the English Channel, the Irish Sea and the North Sea
in the Northern and North-Western side of EC, had become “internal
seas” within the limits of international legislation with respect to the
territorial waters and the agreement between the contiguous states.
The advantages that follow are related to the exploitation of natural
resources, to the use of a common legislation for the maritime and
port traffic, the control of some important maritime routes etc.
The new EC configuration increased the external frontier with
22,732 km within the maritime area, which meant a triple of its
12

The surface is much larger because along with Denmark, Greenland was also integrated
(2,166,086 sqkm) though only for a short period of time because in 1985 as a result of a
referendum this withdrew from the EC.
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length, totalizing 34,365.5 km. Indeed, making a comparison with the
maritime frontier of the first nucleus we come to the conclusion that
the second enlargement wave included frontiers with sinuous,
extremely divided shores, with numerous islands of various sizes
which required complex procedures for determining the territorial
waters. If, according to surface the EC extended with only 35 %, the
length of the frontier tripled (295 %). By comparison with the
situation of the ECCS nucleus, as a result of the integration of the
three new member states, the new EC frontier system registered a
number of changes:
-the Dutch-German segment shifts from the external EC
frontier to the internal category (68 km) reducing the length of the
external continental frontier to a 3,049.5 km length and a segment
less. The Irish/North-Irish contribution brings a 483 km plus and a
415 km growing in length of the entire internal frontier at the same
time keeping a constant number of segments;
-the internal maritime Danish/West-German segments fall into
the category of internal frontiers together with the two new IrishBritish segments increasing their total number to 8, totalizing a 176
km length. At the same time the number of external segments
reduces to 4 and the length reaches 114 km;
-as a result of Denmark’s integration a continuity is created
between the external segment of the North Sea and that of the Baltic
Sea thus resulting: a continuous maritime frontier with a 11,351.5 km
length and 8 segments, from the French-Spanish segment within the
Biscayan Gulf to the West-German/East-German one in the Baltic
Sea;
-In the new EC architecture there is: a Mediterranean maritime
segment (8,073 km), an Atlantic maritime segment (11,351.8 km) and
a closed insular maritime Irish-British segment (15,814 km) that
transforms the Irish Sea, the English Channel and the North Sea into
“internal EC seas”.
-at the continental level the changes are few being determined
by the transformation of North-Dutch/West-German segment in the
Dutch maritime segment.
The second EC extension wave (also the territorial limitation as
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a result of Greenland’s renunciation) occurred during the interval
January 1st 1981 – January 1st 1986, when the states from the Southern
end on a West-East line were integrated, thus overlapping almost the
entire territory of the Western block with the EC area. Just as in the
case of the previous extension, from the point of view of the
frontiers’ typology, by integrating certain states from “the marginal
part of Europe”, the share of the maritime (coastal) frontiers increased.
On the one hand Greece with its multitude of islands and on the
other hand Portugal and Spain with a great length of the maritime
coasts had led to an increase of the total external length of this type
of EC frontier. Under geopolitical aspect the Western block within
the EC included almost entirely in its controlling area the segments
of maritime frontier of the maritime states, and most of all their
continental plateaus. Thus the Atlantic facade (except for the
Northern Scandinavian side) and most of the Mediterranean one of
the European continent had become “internal parts of EC”, making up
a continuous maritime segment from the Italian/Yugoslav frontier to
the West-German/East-German frontier with a length of 4,952.8 km.
In terms of the surface, EC increased with 730,169 sqkm,
reaching 2,256,169 sqkm, while the total length of the EC frontiers
has reached 70,216.3 km, 24,174.3 km more than the previous
extension. Under geopolitical aspect the political frontiers of the EC
surpassed the continental space through the Spanish exclaves in
Northern Africa, thus resulting segments of maritime frontier on
land as well EC/Morocco. The reduced fragmentation of the Spanish
coasts comes in contrast with the archipelagic Greece (over 3,000
islands).
The integration of Greece outlined the second Balkan
continental area of the EC; it favoured reaching the oriental part of
the Mediterranean Sea by the extension of the maritime frontier
corresponding to the territorial waters towards South and East,
leading to a certain control over the straits and to an easier access to
the and internal seas adjacent to the Mediterranean: the Adriatic, the
Ionic, the Aegean, Marmara, and the Black Sea (indirectly); it
extended the contiguity with the socialist area through the frontier
segments with Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and Albany as well as the
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maritime contiguity with the Turkish Asian segment. Within the
same context, the integration of Spain has determined the contiguity
with the African continental area through the Spanish exclaves in
Northern Africa;

Figure 12. Europe. Border and States in 1986

Under morphometric aspect the new features of the EC frontier
system are:
-the connecting of the Mediterranean maritime frontier with the
Atlantic by 5,528 km of maritime frontier around the Spanish coasts
(2,968 km within the insular Mediterranean sector; 1,728 km within
the Atlantic sector) and the Portuguese (832 km) and the creation of
an extended continuous line from the Adriatic Sea to the Baltic Sea
totalizing a 24,952.8 km length. Within the maritime frontier the
Greek sector is added with a 15,021 km length particularly
determined by shores’ configuration as well as by the multitude of
islands. In practice, through the 26,062 km of Mediterranean
maritime frontier, through the geographical position of the member
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states, the EC Mediterranean area is almost entirely covered by its
maritime external frontier generating contiguity with the African and
Turkish area. The Adriatic Sea (partially), the Aegean Sea (partially)
and the Black Sea (entirely) are maritime areas that were not
included under the control of the EC. The only interruptions of this
sector may be interpreted within the Gibraltar area (which is not EC
member), though taking into consideration its relation to Great
Britain, at least from a practical point of view we may consider it an
integrated part of the sector represented by the Monaco state too.
-the number of the external inter state maritime sectors is
reduced to 4 (88.8 km): the East-German/West-German one at the
Baltic Sea and the Italian/Yugoslavian one in the Mediterranean Sea
marks the longest sector of the EC maritime frontier; the
Albanian/Greek and the Greek/ Turkish sectors in the Aegean Sea.
-in case of the internal frontier, the French/Spanish sectors,
separated by Andorra, become internal frontiers, to which the
Lusitanian/Spanish one (1,292 km in land and 44.4 km within
territorial waters) is added as a result of the enlargement. Within the
EC the internal frontier increases with 1,933.4 km, 3 new sectors
reaching 4,982.9 km and becoming 19 sectors.
-Within “the proper continental body” of the EC there are no
substantial changes registered in what regards the terrestrial external
frontier except for the case of the neighbourhood with the enclave
mini states Andorra (122.3 km) and the “exclave” Gibraltar (1 km).
Within the Balkan Greek area of EC the prevailing contiguity with
the socialist block generated 3 new sectors with Albania (282 km),
Yugoslavia (256 km), Bulgaria (493 km) as well as one within the
isthmus area with Turkey (203 km), bringing a total increase of 1,234
km. In all, the terrestrial external EC frontier increased with 1,357.3
km, with 7 new sectors, reaching a total of 7,024.2 km structured in
three components: the central continental sector (5,441.1 km) from the
Baltic to the Adriatic; the Balkan sector from the Ionic Sea to the
Aegean Sea (1,357.3 km); and the enclave sector generated by the
“enclave” states inside EC (225.8 km). The segments generated by the
width of the territorial waters are also added.
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The new enlargement wave caused some important changes in
the EC political architecture by covering the entire Western part of
the continental space, by the creation of a continuous maritime
frontier from the Adriatic to the Baltic, by integrating the Balkan
sector and ensuring the contiguity with Turkey, by integrating the
largest part of the Mediterranean Sea and by the extending the
contiguity with the African continent, by an increase of the number
of “internal seas” and of the adjacent harbours, as well as by an
important territorial and demographic contribution etc.
2.1.3. The year 1990 and the German “adjustment” of the EC
The spatial-political reorganization of the European continent
through the breaking up of the socialist system and the extension of
the Western block’s influence over the USSR satellites represented a
first step to October 3rd 1990 when the German D.R. disappears from
the ex-map of the socialist system as a result of the reunification with
the German F.R. This event, besides being a historical compensation
also marked the first territorial extension of the Western influence
over the socialist space. Thus, the Eastern German territory had
become an integrated part of GFR and implicitly of the EC13 with
implications in the territorial-political reorganization and such
advantages as: access to the Baltic Sea; restoring the attributes of the
historical capital Berlin for the entire reunified German space. The
unification imposed the settling of a new sector of external EC
frontier through the German/Polish one and through the extension
of the German/Czechoslovak one etc.
At the EC level, from the point of view of the frontier categories
the important changes are those related to the transfer of the external
frontier sector towards East by incorporating and dissolving the
West-German/East-German one and especially by an increase of the
length of the Northern sector contiguous with the ex-socialist space.
13

Although officially this process of unification is not considered an EC extension wave we
suggest that taking into account GDR’s statute of an independent state (1949-1990) we
should take into consideration this territorial EC adjustment, with its important
quantitative and qualitative changes in the economical, social-political life as well as
territorial and see it as an extension stage of the unique European space.
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Under morphographic and morphometric aspect the following
changes were registered: an increase of the EC surface from 108,330
sqkm to 2,664,499 sqkm under the circumstances of a constant
number of states (12); the maritime frontier sector increased with 901
km (at the Baltic Sea) thus totalizing 56,298.2 km and the transition
towards East of the frontier of the territorial waters within the
German/Polish sector, while the East-German/West-German one
(having a similar situation in the case of the terrestrial frontier) as a
result of unification loses its role as a frontier and becomes an
internal matter of F.R. of Germany; the terrestrial sector of the
external frontier will incorporate the entire political German space by
dissolving the East-German/West-German one (1,381 km) and
replacing it with the German/Polish one (456 km) and the extended
Czechoslovak/German one (from 356 km to 815 km), which will
mean a diminution with 110 km of the terrestrial external E.C.
frontier and a total of 6,914 km.
By incorporating East-Germany the E.C. increased its surface
while the external frontier diminished with 110 km which means a
growth of the index of territorial compactness, and the internal one
remained constant as a result of the dissolution of the EastGerman/West-German one.
The fall of the socialist system between 1989 and 1990 caused
major changes within Europe’s territorial and political architecture,
among which the most important process was that of the
multiplication of the states through peaceful or violent breaking up.
Thus in 1990 the U.S.S.R. disintegrates (with attempts of rebirth
through the C.S.I.) resulting 15 new independent states, each with
sectors of external frontier; the disintegration of the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia follows (1991- 1992) as well as the emergence
of 5 new independent states, and in 1993 the Federal Republic of
Czechoslovakia peacefully divides into two independent states: the
Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic. These events corroborated
with a series of separatist manifestations inside the new independent
states (Moldavia, Serbia and the Caucasian States) generated new
types of frontiers, complicating even more the territorial and political
system of Europe of the third millennium.
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2.1.4. The first wave of integration under the EU enlargement
in 1995 (fig. 13)
On November 1st 1993, after the treaty of Maastricht, European
Community is replaced by European Union (fig. 13). Structurally, the
territorial and political system of Europe at the level of 1990 included
EC, the non-integrated states and CIS. From this moment on, we are
going to witness a game of enlargement and integration with two
dominant directions: to the East, towards the ex-socialist space and
to the isthmus and peninsular peripheries in the Northern and
Southern part of the continent. This fact is relevant to the new
enlargement wave of the European Union, in 1995, by integrating
Austria from the Central-continental part, Finland and Sweden from
the Scandinavian Peninsula. From a morphographic and morphometric point of view the border system in EU reflects a series of
particularities.

Figure 13. Europe. Border and States in 1995
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EU shapes its third area superposed on the largest part of the
Scandinavian Peninsula, bordered by 3,704.3 km of terrestrial border
(3 segments), 44.4 km of border in the territorial waters (with
Norway and Russia) and 3,996 km of maritime border (3 coastal
insular segments). The internal border includes the Finnish-Swedish
segment (maritime 586 km and terrestrial 22.2 km) of 608.2 km.
-In the so-called continental sector, by integrating Austria
(continental state), the external border stumps its sinuosity by
reducing the length and advancing to the East. Thus the BalticMediterranean sector is reduced from 5,441.1 km to 2,718.3 km of
continuous line, due to the fact that in the new architecture
Switzerland and Liechtenstein become enclaves within EU. Thus,
their contiguous border of 1,859.7 comes from the BalticMediterranean line and is individualized as external border EU
enclave type. Despite this, by integrating Austria, the external border
is reduced by 818.7 km.
-The integration of the continental state Austria meant a new
step towards the direct contact between the Western bloc and the exsocialist one, Austria having not more than 4 neighbouring states in
this category (the Czech Republic, Slovakia, Hungary and Slovenia).
-The ex-Western block of the bipolar Europe after the Second
World War almost entirely coincides with the EU’s necessity of
tracing the maritime borders at the level of the correspondent
territorial waters, with their own areas (Kattegat/Skagerrak).
-The largest part of the maritime borders is traced along some
inner seas like the Baltic Sea and the Northern Sea without marginal
sectors of the European continent.
-Some EU states are neighbours in the maritime space, the
Denmark/Sweden case, the international law regarding the
international waters and the right to the freedom of movement
determines necessity of tracing the maritime borders at the level of
the correspondent territorial waters, with their own areas separated
by internationalize trajectories (Kattegat/Skagerrak).
-For the first time the ex-USSR space, in the area of the Russian
Federation, enters in direct contact with that of EU through the
terrestrial and maritime border sector between Russia and Finland
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on 1,340 km of land and 22.2 km in the Baltic Sea sector.
-The Italian-Austrian sector (415 km) and the German-Austrian
(816 km), by external borders, entered in the category of internal EU
borders, with a 1,231 km for this type and a total of 6,799.9 km.
-The access to/from the Baltic Sea comes this way under the EU
control by the Maritime border sectors of Germany, Denmark and
Sweden, especially through the Kattegat control.
-The Finnish Gulf, a prolongation of the Baltic Sea towards the
continental territory lies outside the international waters under the
control of three different territorial-political structures: EU in the
Northern sector, Russia in the Eastern sector and Estonia-nonassociated independent state in the Southern sector. At the same
time, the Botnic Gulf formally becomes an internal part of the EU
through the maritime sectors of Finland and Sweden.
As a result of the fourth integration wave in 1995 the EU
surface reaches 3,536,479 sqkm, a population of 372,259,439 inhab
and a total borders length of 72,446 km out of which 60,671.6 (83.7 %)
km are traced on a maritime support (fig. 3). Territorially, EU
includes 4 areas: the continental one, Scandinavian, the Balkan and the
insular Atlantic. The territorial homogeneousness in the case of the socalled continental area is diminished by the SwitzerlandLiechtenstein enclaves and the Italian and Swiss enclaves and the
mini-states San Marino, Vatican and Andorra, all of these generating
external EU frontiers of the enclave type with a 2,054.1 km length
around 41,969.64 sqkm.
2.1.5. The EU frontier system after the most ample integration
wave in 2004 and 2007 (Figure 14)
In 2004, 10 new states mostly increased the Central and EastEuropean continental space, being the first incursion of the capitalist
block inside the ex-socialist area (except for the GDR) and the
realization of a real contiguity between EU and CSI (ex-USSR).
Moreover the integration of the three Baltic States meant a transition
of the territorial and politic Western space over the ex-USSR one. As
a parallel, by the integration of the insular states Cyprus and Malta,
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the EU space included important strategic points in the
Mediterranean area in contact with the African and Asian continents.
The 10 new EU member states, of small and medium sizes,
some outcome as a result of the disintegration of some federal
structures (Czechoslovakia, USSR and Yugoslavia) amplified the EU
territorial system through the multiplication, resizing and
diversification of the frontier sectors in categories. As a result of the
new integration stage the total number of the included frontiers,
contiguous to EU, increased with 27 new frontier sectors with a
10,948.32 km length and a 738,573 sqkm surface in accordance with
that of the 10 states. Except for Poland, all the other integrated states
are members of the small and very small categories (Sanguin, 1977,
1992, Ilieş, 2004). From the point of view of the number of states and
of the sectors of the integrated frontier this is the most ample stage of
the mostly continental EU extension. The insular space between
Cyprus and Malta holds a small share with a total surface of 9,567
sqkm and 877 km of maritime frontier.
Typologically, morphologically and morpho-metrically the new
frontiers share a series of features (fig. 14):
-Out of the 4 “blocks” of EU only the continental one underwent
substantial changes as a result of the transition of the external
frontier towards East as well as a growth in length through the
contribution of the integrated territory (the Baltic states) flanking the
Baltic Sea to the North and the Adriatic Sea to the South (through
Slovenia). Under the new circumstances the Baltic Sea becomes
almost entirely “internal” EU except for the Russian sectors of the
Finic Gulf and the one corresponding to the Kalinigrad exclave.
Thus, from 2,718.3 km length in 1995, after the new integration wave
the Baltic-Mediterranean segment of the external terrestrial EU
frontier increases to 4,278.54 km and 11 new terrestrial sectors.
Morphologically the new frontier dominantly traced in sectors of
plain and plateaus has a rectilinear form and an attenuation of the
sinuosity determined by the previous route.
-The external maritime frontier increases at the Baltic Sea with
1,045.4 km corresponding to the Baltic coastal lines, separated by the
Polish sector through the Russian shore of Kalinigrad.
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-At the Adriatic Sea, the contribution of the 45.6 km is due to
the Slovenian maritime frontier where 22.2 km may be added within
the territorial Slovenian/Croat waters;

Figure 14. Europe. Border and States in 2004

-Through the integration of the old external EU frontier
(7 sectors in 1995) and of the completely new sectors (8 sectors), the
total length of the EU internal frontier sectors increases with
3,671.1 km thus resulting a total EU of 8,654 km.
-The number of the maritime internal sectors specific to the
territorial waters increased with 4 (88.8 km) and the external ending
ones with 3 new sectors (87 km)
In the Mediterranean Sea the contribution of the two insular
states is of 877 km closed maritime frontier, with a local impact. Here
too because of the situation in Cyprus, although not recognized on
the international level, there is a terrestrial frontier imposed by
Turkey after the invasion in 1974 and after the declaration of the
Northern Republic of Cyprus. Unofficially on the territory of Cyprus
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there stands out a second sector contiguous to EU/Turkey. The
changes generated by the integration of the two insular states are
especially strategic, especially in what concerns the position of
Cyprus close to the Near Orient and Turkey, but mostly towards
Israel, an official partner of EU, and towards Malta within the
median sector of the Mediterranean. There can be outlined an insular
Mediterranean EU area as a distinctive “block” from the other 4.
Among the features generated by the extension there are (fig 14):
-The maritime frontier extended towards East, on the Baltic Sea
level (1440.7 km), on a shorter length in the Slovenian-Adriatic area
(46.6 km) and in the Cypriot insular area (737 km) as well as in the
Malta area (140 km) from the Mediterranean Sea. Except for the
Russian sectors in the Finic Gulf and the Kalinigrad exclave, we may
consider that the Baltic Sea has become predominantly “an internal
EU sea” around which there are about 5,866.7 km of EU maritime
frontier (about 95 %) the complexity of which is amplified by the
great number of Danish, Swedish, Finland’s and Estonian islands as
well as by the morphology of the shores specific for this sea;
-The EU/Russia neighbourhood has become a reality due to the
2,689.2 km of terrestrial frontier with the three sectors: Finland’s
(1,380.2 km), Baltic (737.2 km) and the Kalinigrad exclave (571.8 km);
-Within the ex-socialist space the external EU frontier with
Romania, Serbia, and Croatia totalizes 1,653.32 km;
-The EU/ex-USSR neighbourhood continues with 1,932.6 km
through the sectors EU/Belarus (1,162.2 km) and EU/Ukraine (770.4
km);
-Structurally, the ex-socialist block was divided into two parts
by a North-East – South-West line which mostly coincides with an
approximate limit between the Catholic and the Orthodox world;
The extension wave in 2004, the amplest in the EU history,
after the number of states and a dominantly continental transition,
took place totally in the ex-socialist block area of the bipolar Europe
(1948-1990) and brought a growth of 10,948.32 km of frontier sectors
to a total of 83,394.32 km. The EU total surface in 2004 was spreading
on 4,275,052 sqkm within the continental area, while in the insular
and maritime one of the territorial waters there individualized
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5 territorial subsystems: the continental, the Scandinavian, the Atlanticinsular, the Mediterranean-insular and the Balkan ones (fig. 15).

Figure 15. Europe. Border and States in 2007
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Chapter 3

3. DELIMITATION OF POLITICAL SPACE.
BORDERS, BORDERLANDS AND CROSS-BORDER
AREAS

3.1. Definitions and content
Demarcation of political space through borders recognized
and legislated at international level is a prerequisite in defining a
state, irrespective of its form of organization. If at the beginning of
the last century there were delimitations between states by “area
border-type”, currently, the contact between states has become a direct
one, through “linear frontiers ”, namely through borders, with an
exact trajectory and well delimitated on the basis of principles
adopted, acquired and applied by most part of world states.
Frontier14 has been identified as a contact area, of
intermingling of social, economic and cultural features of two
contiguous states, inside which borders15 are traced (linear borders),
Frontier is considered a political and geographical area on a limited and well defined
political unit within which expansion could take place (Bodocan 1997, 151). An example of
the border today can be considered the exclusive economic maritime zone
15 Borders are a manifestation of the integrity and sovereignty of a state and define its spatial
form. Appear on the map in the form of lines, in reality these are vertical planes separating
the air, soil and subsoil between the two countries. Border is ”legal limit” within which the
14
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materialized at soil level through a precise linear delimitation, namely
pillars, barriers, wire, walls a.s.o. (Bodocan, 1997, 153). Foucher (1991)
considers borders as “elementary spatial structures of linear shapes”.
Recognition and compliance of borders (Jones, 1959; Guichonnet and
Raffestin, 1974; Leimgruber, 1988; Săgeată, 1999) is largely connected
by the states will to respect the sovereignty rights that results from
here, case in which the border is associated to a complex
international political construction, as the result of the interstate force
rapports (Kleinschmager, 1993).
At the level of Romania, this aspect is clearly stipulated and
legislated by Law no. 56/1992 (quoted by Stamate, 1997, 24) that
provides: “Romania state border separates the territory of Romanian state
from the territories of the neighbouring states and Romania territorial sea
from the entire contiguous area. State border delimitates in vertical plan the
air space and the underground of the Romanian state from the air space and
underground of the neighbouring states”.
Although the border term requires a clear and precise
delimitation of a political territory of a state, now, in the analysis of
many situations, the border remains in actuality, this delimiting
areas with variable surfaces, on both sides of the border, and are the
main areas that register the entrances and departures from the
contiguous state systems, largely reacting to the shape of the state
political administration.
The term border may be related to a “peripheral body” of a state
that defines exactly the spatial extension of its political territory and
which in turn is composed by (as Foucher, 1991):
-Dyads (sectors) –which refers to the common border
between two states;
-Segments -that composes these dyads and may be
determined by the morphology of the natural landscape sectioned by
the border line.
Example: the Romanian-Serbian dyad of 546,4 km length
includes the segments that cross: Banatului Plain, OraviŃa
Depression, Locvei Mountains and Banatului Mountains.
State shall exercise complete and exclusive sovereignty and the nation its right to selfdetermination” (Geamănu, 1981, 145, quoted by Stamate, 1997, 23).
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3.2. Types of borders and frontiers
Demarcation of the state border or linear borders is a
European model, being the consequence of a slow process of
maturation and which now are considered “... quasi-universal reference
to the existence of state and, in a more recent approach ,the attempt to their
integrity is considered a serious attempt to international order”
(Kleinschmager, 1993).
The literature devoted highlights several criteria for
classification of borders and frontiers, but in reality it can be said that
such classifications have the shortcoming of having regional
applicability, starting from the premise that, generally, each border is
the result of a complex process that includes a large and different
number of elements for each particular border sector. We will try
further to identify the linear position of Romanian state border, in
some typological criteria frequently used in the literature devoted to
this topic.
In a classification of structural type (Kleinschamager, 1993), the
natural border capitalize geographical attributes like: ridge lines,
rivers and streams, plateaus limits, thalwegs, all these evident in
landscape , and which is imposed ad specific for the largest trajectory
of Romania linear state border. For example, the hydrographical
support of Romania state border represent about 60.0 % of its total
length.
Another structural classification, qualified as morphological or
phenomenological is the one elaborated by the American geographer
Jones (1954) and according to which, of the four types of identified
borders, Romanian state borders could comprise three: physicalgeographical16 (fig. 16, 17), anthropo-geographical17 and complex18.
Based on elements of geographic support -peak lines (fig.16 and 17), watershed, thalweg,
accident relief etc, that although on the map appears as mere lines, heir tracing in the field
cause many practical problems.
17 Is created from different characteristics and qualities of human groups in the same space
as: language, religion, culture, ethnicity etc.
18 Is based on several related criteria to compete in defining the border, whether physical or
cultural type. Applicable is the case of many boundaries where linguistic boundaries are
superimposed to the natural boundaries that separate populations in relation to one
another.
16
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3.3. The Support of borders trajectories (linear border)
An issue specific to a political geography analyses is one
oriented upon the linear state border trajectories support (border)
(Foucher, 1991; Ilieş and al., 2007; Ilieş and al., 2009; Ilieş and Grama,
2010, Ilieş and al., 2010a; Ilieş and al., 2010b). The relief morphology,
the morphological features of the lake surface beds, features of
longitudinal and cross sections, landscape varieties, demographical
aspects, economical aspects are classical analyses elements in the
field of geography and, particularly, political geography.

Figure 16. Romanian-Ukrainian border sector (partially) - Border trajectory with
orographic support in Oaş and Maramureş Mountains.

In function of the support chosen for the border trajectory,
French geographer M. Foucher distinguishes in his book “Front et
frontiere, 1991” four categories of routes19. In function of this frame19

Routes: - which coincide with the hydrographical support: basins, rivers, lakes, etc
- which is based on orographic elements: Watershed, heights line, (fig. 16) etc.
- which are geometric lines: astronomical (parallel or meridian),
- mathematical (straight lines, curved, broken, arcs)
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-work we will achieve a typology of Romania linear state border in
function of the support chosen for tracing it.

Figure 17. Romanian-Ukrainian border sector in Maramureş Mountains Border trajectory with orographic support (Photo M. Ilieş, 2001).

3.3.1. Hydrographical nature support
The hydrographical nature support of borders trajectories has
certain features determined by: the size of hydrographical artery
(width, depth etc), its type, position towards the border line (parallel
or perpendicular), the permanent or temporary character of
hydrographical etc. At the level of linear state border of Romania, its
hydrographical support, due to its particularities, is identified with
differentiated sectors based on the above-mentioned particularities.
It is important to mention that a detailed description of all
Romanian border state particularities can be found in “Frontiera de
stat a României (State Borders of Romania)” elaborated by Gr. Stamate
in 1997, under the aegis of Editura Militară (Military Publishing
House). Based on the information of the above-mentioned book,
through a detailed analysis of the topographic maps (1:25.000 and
1:50.000) as well as by analyzing other documentary sources (Border
Police Sources) we present some particular aspects of the Romanian
border sector with hydrographic support.
-which will follow or not breaks in Human Geography (limits: ethnic, religious)
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One can mention that the hydrographical support can be of
various types, as follows:
A.) continental: -fluvial (basins and rivers):
-permanent –natural or anthropic;
-temporary –natural or anthropic;
-lacustrine: natural or anthropic
B.) maritime: -maritime itself; inter-state.
A.) In function of the hydrographical artery position towards
the border there are two types of trajectories:
a.) transversal, situation in which the border line sections
transversal hydrographical artery, permanent or temporary. On the
total length of the border line, its support is constituted by 127
transversal sections, representing crossing of 126 de arteries
hydrographical, the most important are: Danube, Siret, Prut, Crişul
Repede, Barcăul, Crasna, Someşul etc. The majority of the sections
are characteristic to the border sectors with trajectory traced on land
as the ones with Ukraine (North section), Hungary and Serbia
(partial). In case of cross-sectioning a hydrographical artery we note
that there are two situations:
1.) – crossing of the same hydrographical network through
one section: the case of the hydrographical networks that have their
origin inside the country, being sectioned only at the moment they
leave Romania. Example: Someş, Siret, Crişul Repede, Barcău etc;
2.) –crossing of the same hydrographical network through two
or more sections: generally is the case of rivers that have upper and
lower water flow outside Romanian territory, constituting on a
certain length the longitudinally support of Romania border state.
Example: Tisa, Prut, Dunărea etc.
b.) longitudinally: situation in which the border line
corresponds to a longitudinally profile in the riverbed of a hydrographical artery on a distance variable as length. Thus, 1,817.80 km of
state border have hydrographical support of this kind
(www.politiadefrontiera.ro), constituted of 34 permanent hydrographical arteries and 12 channels. The longest border sectors with
hydrographical longitudinally support are (table 3): Danube
(883.6 km; fig. 21) with two sectors, Prut (720.7 km), Tisa (64.627 km)
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Table 3. Romanian border state sectors with hydrographical support (data sources: Gr. Stamate,
Frontiera de Stat a României, 1997; www.politiadefrontiera.ro; topographic map processing)
No

Sector interstate border

1
2
3
4
5
6

RomanianHungarian

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

RomanianUkrainian

1
2

RomanianMoldavian

1

Romanian
Bulgarian

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

RomanianSerbian

Total

Hydrographical
arteries
Mureş
Saroş
Crişul Alb
Crişul Negru
Tur
2 Chanels
TOTAL
Tur
Without name
Şirlău
Covasvar
Cahul
Egher
Bătarci
Batăr
Miceu
Tisa
NoriŃa
Baranova
Sărata
Semenciuc
Colebioara
Suceava
Without name
Bilca Mică
Prut
Danube
TOTAL
Prut
Dunărea
TOTAL
-

Danube
TOTAL
Danube
Nera
Naidăş
Obârşia
Caraş
Boruga
Fizeş
Crivoaia
MoraviŃa
Bârzava
Timiş
Bega
Bega Veche
TOTAL

Length
(km)
22,300
2,800
0,500
5,300
1,096
0,720
32,716
0,516
0,516
0,195
0,861
2,123
5,619
0,854
0,731
2,387
64,627
2,865
0,762
3,063
2,578
1,751
6,220
1,491
7,980
39,400
177,600
322,139
681,300
0,500
681,800

% from
total
1,2

0,3

3,4

0,3
0,4
21,1
9,5

No sections
Total Partial
2
1
1
1
1
2
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
4
22

36,5

470,0
470,0
235,500
21,900
2,800
1,800
2,300
0,600
3,600
6,500
0,700
3,800
3,300
1,900
1,800
286,500
2.287,800

12,6

1

4

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
22

100,0
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Figure 18. The land and transversal (Gepiş river)
and longitudinal (Crişul Negru River)
hydrographical nature support of borders
trajectories (map source: România. Atlas rutier, 2001).

Figure 19. The land and longitudinal
(Mureş River) hydrographical nature
support of borders trajectories (map source:

Figure 20. The land nature support of
Romanian-Hungarian, Romanian-Serbian
and Serbian-Hungarian borders trajectories

Figure 21. The longitudinal hydrographical
(Danube) nature support of the
Romanian-Serbian borders trajectories

(map source: România. Atlas rutier, 2001).

(map source: România. Atlas rutier, 2001).

România. Atlas rutier, 2001).

Suceava (6.22 km, with two sectors), Bilca Mică (7.98 km), Sărata
(3.06 km), Semenciuc (2.57 km), Nera (21.9 km), Crivoaia (6.5 km),
Bârzava (3.8 km), Bega (1.9 km), Mureş (22.3 km; fig. 19), Tur (1.09
km) etc (table 3). The hydrographical support of Romania border
state represents 59.18 % of its total trajectory.
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Each of the mentioned categories implies specific modalities of
organization and territorial planning of the contiguous states. As
well, the dynamics of cross bordering relationships is influenced in
quantity and in quality by the nature and particularities of the
hydrographical support.
To those above-mentioned, three segments traced in the
longitudinally profile of three lakes of anthropic origin: two on the
Danube (PorŃile de Fier I and II) and Stânca-Costeşti on the middle of
the river Prut, 73, 9 km in length.
B.) In maritime sector, the total length of state border sums up
247.424 km representing 7.85% of its total, comprising two categories:
a.) the maritime sector itself of 193.5 km with a trajectory parallel
to the shore that delimitates Romanian territorial waters from the
exclusive economic area;
b.) interstate maritime sector (fig.22):
-Romanian-Ukrainian
Tabelul 5. Maritime support of Romanian
with a length of 31,7 km,
state border trajets
representing the equivalent of
(after typology of M. Foucher, 1991)
a 12 marine miles offshore
BORDER SUPPORT TYPE
KM
(21.75 km) to which 9.95 km
Maritime
193.500
around Island of Snakes are
Maritime Romanian-Ukrainian
21.750
Maritime Romanian-Bulgarian
21.750
added;
Total
247.424
-Romanian-Bulgarian in
length of 21.75 km (12 mile
marine).
Based on the information presented, in function of the
hydrographical support character one can remark the existence of:
-of two façades, the Eastern and the Southern with
predominantly longitudinally support;
-a Western one dominated by transversal sections;
-a Northern one combining the longitudinal profile in the
Central-Western sector and Eastern as well with the transversal one
in the Central-Eastern one and Western one; a maritime SouthEastern facade.
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Figure 22. Romanian maritime border and limits of territorial water and continental
plateau in Black Sea (remake after Stamate, 1997, 150)

3.4. Borders Role and Functions
Borders time dimension highlights aspects induced by an
accentuate dynamics sometimes particularized by cycles regarding
their role and functions transposed in reality by the human
communities and especially border communities modalities of
perception. In these conditions, areal borders became linear borders,
from close borders to borders with different degrees of permeability
reflected in areas and lines of convergence or divergence of cross
bordering and bordering regions. Gradually, from a temporal point
of view as well as from the translation aspect from West to Eastern
Europe we witness the change of the functional role of borders, by
changing their perception from border-barriers to linking-borders.
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There is a large variety of elements that contribute to the
achievement of this approach and which are caught in a large
number of publications published during the last years in Romania.
From the multitude of these factors that impose restriction, tolerance
or cooperation we mention: border’s age, origin and formation –
peaceful or conflict-, permeability degree transposed in a specific
infrastructure that restricts or favours cross bordering contacts,
demographical and economical particularities of the contiguous cross
bordering areas in particular and of the states that encloses them in
general etc.
The functions of a state border are different from the point of
view of the share of such features and of course in function of the
position of the state in the political and economical worldwide
system.
The fall of the communist system represented for the countries
in Central and Eastern Europe, the start of an increased dynamic
regarding the role of borders.
In this context, and given the “new organization” of the political
territory architecture at European level, the transition from two
antagonistic blocs, with different ideologies to a united Europe had
as a consequence reconsideration of the role of these countries
borders and hence of Romania.
Thus, the most important issue derives from the fact that in a
divergent cross bordering area, of separation, restricted, with a
predominantly military function, characteristic to the communist
system after 1990, the new political and economical situation
promoted at European level aims to standardize border role policy
between countries and transform them into areas of convergence,
closure, major economic and cultural interest, after the FrenchGerman model. In parallel, the military function lost supremacy in
favour of a purely administrative function.
This process is a long term one and in pre-accession period,
has led, at the level of countries of the ex-communist block major
differences regarding the perception of the role of borders at
individual level or human community level and the economically
and political. This differentiation process can be linked directly to the
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stage of accession of the countries in this area to E.U. and N.A.T.O.
In this regard, according to political and economic position,
during the past 13 years since the fall of the communism, the
countries of Central and Eastern Europe can be grouped, in the year
2003, in four categories:
-nominated in the first accession wave -2004;
-nominated for the second wave-2007 (Romania and Bulgaria);
-countries “stand-by” because of unfavourable political
circumstances (ex-Yugoslav countries except Slovenia and Croatia;
Albania);
-countries in ex-Soviet space (except the Baltic countries) in
partnership status.
In function of the borders penetration possibilities of these
countries in neighbourhood rapport and in rapport with Schengen
Space there are two categories:
1.) Free pass with no obligation of getting a visa: in
relationship country EEC20 –country EEC: country EEC- Schengen
space;
2.) Free pass on condition of getting a visa: in relation EEC
country - EEC country; relation EEC country - Schengen space;
Countries in the ex-Soviet European space, at an early stage of
integration in European Union, and with a partner status, may be
grouped as well, in function of people freedom to cross the border, in
three categories differentiated by:
-Compulsory visa in relationship ex-USSR countries – ECE
countries, Schengen space;
-No visa requirement in relationship ex-URSS countries – EEC
countries;
-Free pass in relationship between ex-USSR countries.
These are just some of the issues that result from the new
socio-economic-political order existent at European level and which
stratified European society on a scale with more and more levels. It is
normal that to be integrated in high quality economic and political
structures a country must be prepared and competitive. Differences
20

Expression includes communist countries of Central and Eastern Europe.
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that exist between the Central and East-European political structures
ignore most of the times the territorial realities. As well, during the
pre-accession period to European Union there are more stages, as
well as a confrontation between the traditional structures and the
new ones, both considered functional but with a different dynamics.
In case of Romania, we note significant changes if we compare
the border function during the communist system and the border
function after 1990 and especially after 2000. If during that period the
military, surveillance and control of the human flux were dominant,
nowadays we assist at a gradual diminishing and change in role of
those functions.
Of the numerous of attributions of a state border as mentioned
in the literature devoted we consider as the most important the
following: surveillance and control of the human fluxes, fiscal, legislative
and military. The share of the four types of functions varies in
function of the geopolitical and geostrategical position of a state
during a time period.
3.4.1. The function of surveillance and control of the human
flux
In the communist system these functions were very strict and
they were reflected in a reduced dynamics of the human flux across
the borders even within the same system. Nowadays, in conditions
in which Romania acceded European Union in 2007, we note (in
2003) the role of “sanitary belt” of Romania for the European Union
and, implicitly, the acceleration of surveillance and control of the
human flux from Eastern Europe towards EU, via Romania. The
importance of these functions derives from the possibility of
emigration control and, especially of the illegal migration. Thus,
since May 2004 the Romanian Western border, on Hungarian sector,
becomes European Union external border, and in 2007 this moves to
the East and coincides with Northern, South-Eastern and Eastern
Romanian border. It is a very good example of substantial change of
the function of surveillance and control of the human flux in a short
time period, and in function of the position of Romania in the entire
political continental assembly.
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To exemplify the role and surveillance and control function of
Romania border state, we present an analysis on stages of this issue
for the Romanian-Hungarian border sectors and RomanianUkrainian sector (corresponding to the Transcarpathia region) for the
period that followed the First World War to present (2003).
3.4.1.1. Permeability of borders and human mobility in the
Romanian-Hungarian and Romanian-Ukrainian border
sector (West side)

The right to freedom of movement of an individual represents
an essential element for his existence. Reality shows us that, at
European continent level, there are significant differences regarding
particularly the international human mobility, with large
discrepancies between the Western Europe and the countries of the
ex-communist block. The role of borders underwent a serious
dynamics for the countries in Central and Eastern Europe, after 1990,
namely the fall of the communism. In this situation, determined by
the “new organization” at European level, namely the evolution from
two antagonist blocks, with different ideologies, to o united Europe
determined the reconsideration of these state borders and implicitly
of Romania.
In these new conditions borders and the correspondent border
areas changed their function, from one with a predominant military
and defence function, with a divergent aspect regarding the
economic and social issues, in one convergent open to economic
development and cross bordering cooperation. The French-German
model has been the most frequently used to compare trends in this
part of Europe as regards the relationship between the border areas
of two contiguous states.
This process is a long term one which, during pre-accession
period, determined at the level of countries from the ex-communist
block major differences regarding the perception of the role of
borders at individual level or human community level as well as
from an economical and political point of view. This process of
differentiate can be connected directly to the stage of pre-accession of
the countries in this area to European Union and NATO.
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A clear example results from the differentiated role of the
Romanian-Hungarian and Romanian-Ukrainian border. Thus, in a
presentation on stages of the evolution of the favourable/
unfavourable conditions for human mobility of the population in the
cross bordering Romanian-Hungarian and Romanian-Ukrainian
areas we highlight the restrictive/permissive role of borders and
implicitly significant changes for certain time periods regarding the
prevailing character of the borders in the functional structure of the
boundary system.

Figure 23. Geographical position of Romanian-Hungarian Ukrainian
borderland analyzed

Geographic framework analysis
Considering the physical-geographic features of the analysed
framework this study refers to the Romanian-Hungarian border as a
whole and Romanian-Ukrainian border corresponding to the
Western side (fig. 23). As well, as one can see in figure 4, the support
of Romanian-Hungarian border corresponds predominantly to a
conventional line traced in conditions of plain relief, with
hydrographical support only on a small part, while the RomanianUkrainian border is more complex combining the conventional
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support in the plain areal with the hydrographical support (on Tisa)
and orographic ones (in Oaşului and Maramureşului Mountains).
Demographically, the particularity of this border sector is
given by the existence on two different sides of the border of human
communities belonging to the same ethnic group: Romanians and
Ukrainians in Hungary and Romanians and Hungarians in Ukraine,
Hungarians and Ukrainians in Romania. This particularity
represents the main motivation of intensifying the cross bordering
cooperation at the moment reflected in population cross bordering
flows.
The evolution on stages of the favourable/unfavourable
conditions for the cross bordering human flow
After the first World War to 1990 two major period were
identified: interwar period and communist period, both being
considered the longest and the most stable from the point of view of
permissiveness/restrictiveness of the cross bordering human
mobility. But, after 1990, the evolution within the European political
system, including the ex-communist countries, caused repeated
changes and in short periods of time of the conditions of
favourability/unfavourability regarding the cross bordering human
mobility and reflected in significant changes from this point of view
at Central and Eastern Europe level, shaping a third stage, shorter as
duration, but with frequent changes of conditions and background of
the cross bordering human mobility. We present the particularities
of each stage determined this way.
1.) Inter-Wars Period is different from the present by the fact
that from the point of view of political organization on the territory
North of Tisa was administrated by Czechoslovakia, identifying itself
with a Romanian-Hungarian cross bordering area and a RomanianCzech one. It is a period of maximum freedom regarding the cross
bordering flow, situation similar to the one existing presently at the
level of Schengen space. There were for the two border sectors 23
crossing points, 18 on roads and 5 by trains, out of which 9 were on
the Czechoslovakian sector (fig. 24). For this period, a high cross
bordering flux was registered characterised especially by daily trips
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to work and school. Favourability of border cross was determined by
a formal paper check, namely only identity document check. A
determining element in achieving the cross bordering flow,
especially in the Northern area, was the area inhabited by families,
characterised with a high degree of dispersion in territory, fact which
allowed the identification of members of the same family community
on one side and the other of the border.
2.) Communist Period (1948-1989), as well as the previous one,
is characterised by the maintenance of a certain type of conditions
(this time opposed to those in the first stage), on a longer time
period. As well, from the point of view of state organization, the
territory administrated at the beginning by Czechoslovakia was
incorporated to USSR, therefore the cross bordering RomanianCzech area became for almost half century Romanian-Soviet cross
bordering area. Before the role of border was one specific to the
socialist system, with a prevailing military function, although the
three countries were part of the same system.
Regarding the background of human mobility we can state
that this stage ”created” conditions opposite to the previous one,
highlighted by: closing of 22 points of border cross and the
concentration of the human flow and goods flow on relationship
with Hungary on 5 corridors and none with USSR on the analysed
sector. With USSR there were three crossing points at Valea Vişeului,
Câmpulung at Tisa and Halmeu, but they were exclusively used by
the Soviet citizens for transit traffic. To these the sharpening of
population control in the cross-bordering area was added.
The cooperation at cross-bordering level became more
simplified by: the existence of a reduced number of crossing points;
border cross by people were usually organized as trips or if
individually made the itinerary was very well known. Regarding the
cross bordering traffic the departures in groups were encouraged
and less the individual trips or family trips. To these the restrictive
circulation system in the cross bordering areas was added, specific to
each of the countries mentioned; increase of the illegal migration
from Romania to Yugoslavia and, during the last years of the
communism, to Hungary; migration of a significant number of
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German ethnics from Transylvania, Banat and Crişana to Germany.
These are only a few of the aspects that shaped the role of border
during the analysed period and they stressed the divergent
character of the contiguous bordering areas by emphasising their
military function, in prejudice of the economic function specific to
the previous period.

Figure 24. “The Ukrainian part” of “Iron Bridge” between Teceu Mic village
(Romania) and town Teacev (Ukraine). “The Romanian part” was destructed by
Romanians during the time when “Warsaw Treaty” Troops invaded
Czechoslovakia (1968)

3. Post-communist period (1990-2003) is the most dynamic from
the point of view of the political background changes for the
development of the cross bordering human mobility. Regarding state
organization, the Northern sector underwent a new change caused
by USSR division and Ukraine affirmation as an independent state.
Thus, the cross-bordering Romanian-Soviet area became for the first
time Romanian-Ukrainian cross bordering area.
The fall of the communist system and the following period,
namely 1990-1992, represented from the point of view of cross
bordering circulation one of maximum freedom, in the new political
conditions each citizen of the ex-communist block may travel freely
to European countries. Thus, we can state that the prevailing military
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role of the border of communist type is gradually replaced with on
focused on the economic aspect, which determined the change of the
socialist cross-bordering area, made up by two divergent border
areas, in a convergent area from the contiguous border areas.
Because this stage is one characterised by many change,
especially under the pressure of political decision, in function of
major changes reflected and perceived by population we identify
three time periods with different characteristics: 1990-1994; 1994-2002
and the period after January 1st, 2002.
a.) The period 1990-1994, as the beginning of the post
communist period is characterised, from the point of view of the
analysed issue, as one of maximum freedom of circulation regarding
the cross-bordering mobility, situation determined by the unchaining
of the communist system and the “thirst” for freedom of the citizens
in the ex-communist space. Out of the defining elements of this
period we mention: the explosion of small-scale border scale realized
under a formal control at border crossing points; border cross was
possible without compulsory visa of the destination country; the
opening of the new crossing points an both border sectors, their
number getting to 9 (5 on the road and 4 railways); the temporary
disappearance of the term of illegal migration due to freedom of
cross-bordering movement existent during this period; continuation
of definitive migration of the members of the German minorities
members towards Germany.
It is a time period characterised by human mobility explosion
and by the sudden change of the divergent communist type of the
cross-bordering areas with one of convergent type and shaped
predominantly by the economic component.
b.) The period 1994-2002, when Schengen border emerge as a
new element, a new border between Eastern and Western Europe.
Thus the cross-bordering flow in Central and Eastern Europe became
more complicated and for the population of Romania and Ukraine
visa became compulsory for entering the member states of Schengen
Agreement, as well as non-member countries.
The European Union enlargement process and Schengen space
extension gradually imposed a differentiation of the population in
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this part of Europe by speeding the accession procedure and by
deepening the discrepancies between countries, among which, until
1990, differences were minor. Thus, after almost four years of free
movement (1990-1994), Western Europe gates closed in a different
way for these countries, with an emphasis on cross-bordering. This
aspect influenced the population in the Romanian border space.
As well, the position of the three mentioned states, in the
process of accession to European Union structures is different. If
Hungary is the representative of the first accession wave to European
Union, Romania occupies a place only in the second wave, Ukraine is
in the debate stage, being CIS member, the new structure that
replaced USSR. In this new political framework, it is obvious that
cross-bordering relationships and their amplitude undergo a
pronounced dynamics, parallel with the increase of differences
between the contiguous border areas.
Depending on the penetration possibilities of neighbouring
borders and in rapport with Schengen space there are two categories:
-Free pass without compulsory visa; in relationship CEE21
Country– CEE country; relation CEE country- Schengen space;
-Free pass with compulsory visa: in relation CEE country CEE country; in relation CEE country- Schengen space;
At the same time the number of border cross points in the
analysed sectors increased to 12 with Hungary and 4 with Ukraine at
the same time with the emergence of the first nuclei of
institutionalized cross-bordering cooperation: „Carpathian” and
„Danube-Criş-Tisa-Mureş” Euroregions; „Association of border
localities” from Romania and Hungary etc. The illegal crossbordering flow increased and the consequences of mandatory visa
for the population in border areas were the most unfavourable
regarding the time allotted to this measure for obtaining the right to
pass the state border.
For example we present the specific situation of the Romanian
border area in the analysed area:
For an inhabitant of Oradea city (15 km distance to the closest
border crossing point) a 6 day trip or visit to Schengen space implied a
21

Central and Eastern European state
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double amount of time due to the formalities required for getting a visa.
Thus, 4 days were necessary to go and return from Bucharest from the
embassy or consulate of the country to be visited and implicitly, the
pressure caused by the situation “Do I get the visa or not?” and only after
that the filters of the customs to Hungary followed (they represented the
EU “sanitary belt”) and the one with Schengen space. At that time only for
the people that exceeded 3 months this periplus was still in effect and until
2007, the year when Romania was invited to access EU. For the people
travelling for less than 3 months, “life” became more simple, only a couple
of minutes or a few hours being necessary for passing the border,
eliminating exhaust and stress imposed by “the preliminary phase” to a trip to
Austria for example.

c.) After January 1st 2002, we notice a significant change of the
border crossing points to 18 out of which 5 to Ukraine. We mention
the fact that their number is inferior to the one registered during the
period between the two World Wars. The clear position of the three
states involved regarding the perspective of integration in EU and
NATO, determined important changes in the dynamics of the crossbordering space, distinguishing the cross-border RomanianHungarian cooperation from the Romanian-Ukrainian and implicitly
from the Ukrainian- Hungarian. Thus:
-in the Romanian-Hungarian space the number of border
cross units in constantly increasing, an important role being
determined by the suspension of the entrance visas for the Schengen
space for Romanians starting January First, 2002. This aspect is a very
important one for the population living in the cross-bordering space,
materialized by reducing the time allotted for travelling. The number
of border crossing units reached 13 out of which 4 railways and the
projects for opening new ones are constantly increasing.
-in the Romanian-Ukrainian space the situation underwent an
involution regarding the development of a favourable background to
cross-bordering cooperation, including the cross-bordering traffic.
Due to the natural disasters -floods- some linking bridges between
the railway traffic through Valea Vişeului and Câmpulung on Tisa
were destroyed, and the “new historic bridge” (fig. 25) between
Sighetu-MarmaŃiei (Romania) and Slatina/Solotvino (Ukraine) was
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not open to international traffic22. Thus, only the crossing points for
the little traffic on foot from Câmpulung on Tisa, Tarna Mare and
Halmeu. This aspect is fully revealed by the significant reduction of
the number of persons that form the cross-bordering flows. As well,
the formalities necessary for the crossing through the above
mentioned points are more difficult to obtain and travelling is
restrictive. A supporting argument is the fact that the linear
Romanian-Hungarian border and the Hungarian-Ukrainian are
NATO type borders.

Figure 25. “The Romanian-Ukrainian Historical Bridge” between
Sighetu-Marmatiei (Romania) and Solotvino/Slatina (Ukraine)

This differentiated evolution of the Romanian-Hungarian and
Romanian-Ukrainian dynamics is reflected in the development of
certain institutionalized forms of cross-bordering cooperation and
implicitly in directing and sizing the human cross-bordering flows.
Using the analysis of the features of the two cross-bordering
areas, Romanian-Hungarian and Romanian-Ukrainian we conclude
that states location on the scale of integration in the European
22

Until the official opening of international traffic on the bridge crossing is done
“unconventional”; for people living in the border area, on occasion of specific celebrations
and fixed up one day. Passages are simplified based on the identity document.
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structures conditions and determines the role of borders in the areas
concerned. Although the conditions of the cross-bordering
cooperation are favourable for the two analysed areas,
implementation is different, the most rapid evolution characterising
the Romanian side: from borders with a divergent character and a
predominantly military function to free passage. After the state clear
positioning in the race for European integration the role of borders
started to oscillate between barrier and “filter”, namely intracommunity border (Romanian–Hungarian) and marginal community border (Romanian-Ukrainian and Hungarian-Ukrainian).
3.4.2. The fiscal function
The fiscal function representing, among other things, “an
instrument of the economic politics of a state” has an intensity caused, as
well, by the position of Romania in the continental and worldwide
economic systems. In case of European Union, its fiscal function is
taken by its external border, situation that will locate Romania, from
this point of view, in the time period 2003-2007, as follows:
-outside EU fiscal system – until May 2004;
-at its external border between 2004-2007 by the
transformation of the Romanian-Hungarian sector into one EURomania (Romania becomes European Union member);
-after 2007, by Romania integration into European Union this
function was taken over by the Eastern and Northern border of
Romania, by its statute of EU external border (Romania represents
the Eastern limit of European Union).
The fiscal function of Romania state border is practically
reflected by the customs border type.
As well, the variability of the fiscal function derives from
Romania’s position in relationship to certain regional economic
structures or bilateral state agreements materialized in facilities of
fiscal type on import/export of goods and products. CEFTA or Black
Sea Economic Organization are significant examples.
3.4.3. The military function used to be of maximum
importance in the communist system, by mobilizing strong military
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devices in the border areas. Integration of Romania in NATO since
2004 reduced in a significant proportion the military function of
Romanian borders, as NATO structures took over these tasks. Thus,
this function is almost inexistent in the border sectors to Hungary
and Bulgaria, but it has a significant role in case of border sectors
with Ukraine, Moldavia, Serbia and Black Sea which will become
segments of the Eastern NATO border.
3.4.4. The legislative23 function
This function has the most constant value and, irrespective of
the system, it maintains its role of delimitation of the state
competencies. In this situation, integration of Romania in European
Union reduced gradually its competencies, especially the external
politics, but remaining “constant” regarding the political space
delimitation.

3.5. Romania state border control
3.5.1. Border Police Guard
As stipulated by law on border guard, protection and control
of Romania border state; these powers belong to Border Police. The
General Border Police Headquarter is the main institution in
Romania regarding the state border control and is organized after the
model of the similar institutions of other EU countries. From the
point of view of territorial organization, the Romanian Border Police
is structured on areas departments at the level of each inter-state
border and Black Sea, under whose subordination function 20 county
inspectorates, that coordinate, support, control and advise a number
of 117 sectors of border police, 3 groups of ships and 61 border cross
units (source: Romanian Border Police; www.politiadefrontiera, 2009).
One must mention the fact that this institution acts either
independently, in case of state border surveillance, or together with
the customs officials, especially in border crossing points.
23

which limit the extension of a state and its legislative competence, beyond which it no
longer exercises
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Border police, with its structures, provides protection,
surveillance and control of the state border with a different
specificity for each sector determined by the position of the Romania
contiguous countries regarding NATO and EU integration.
3.5.2. Customs Border Control
Customs border is different from the state border by
extension, being one of area type and not linear type, located “in
areas determined by the state laws in use or by bilateral conventions where
it transits or where a large quantity of goods is deposited and where the
customs control is exerted and the corresponding taxes are requested”
(source: www.dgv, 2003).
This border type, by its activity and prerogatives has a
predominantly fiscal function and goods control.
Thus, in Romania there is a significant number of such
customs points dispersed in balance in territory with the role of
customs control and tax collection. In the organizational structure of
the Romanian state “customs is a complex institution which, besides its
initial fiscal role, has the function of instrument of protection of the national
economy and, indirectly, a social role and the role of defending the nation”
(source: www.dgv, 2003).
Another territorial aspect important from the point of view of
the spatial organization is stipulated by article 17 of the Customs
Code, according to which ”to prevent infringement of customs
regulations, it is established a special zone of customs supervision from the
outer limit of territorial sea and state borders, and a strip of 20 km inside the
state border”. We notice that the Romanian border area, in its
extension to the interior of the country, benefits of “surveillance” of
customs authorities that “in addition to normal customs control, perform
other specific actions by establishing customs supervisory positions,
permanent or temporary, fixed or mobile ... in order to identify persons
suspected of violating customs regulations”.
In function of the transport modality of goods and persons
these can be: railways, roads, airports, naval fluvial and maritime
and post (including parcel and courier).
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3.6. Border areas with special regime existent on
Romanian territory
In the literature devoted, the term border is defined as the line
drawn on a map or, in reality, the vertical plane which defines a state
political territory. Compared to the situation when the border is in
terms of territorial arrangement ”the peripheral organ of a state”, in
reality there are several other situations covered by a special status
reflected in ports, railway stations and international airport system,
the border crossing points with locations at a certain distance from
the border, the free zones situation, diplomatic missions and
consular offices, the national flag vessels and aircraft, outside the
state border of Romania.
3.6.1. Features of control points for crossing the state border
The state border crossing point’s functionality is determined
by their specificity: road, rail, port, and airport or mixed. In 2009, the
Romanian state border crossing points were 95, including 21 for
small traffic and 74 with international regime.
Also in the category of the international ones 17 inland points
in airports, 8 in ports and 7 in the Free Zones. At border areas level
the majority of the international crossing points are at the border:
Romanian-Hungarian (14), Romanian-Bulgarian (11), Romanian –
Moldavian (10), Romanian-Serbian (8), Romanian-Ukrainian (6),
while regarding the ones open to the small traffic the largest number
characterized the Romanian-Ukrainian border (13) and the
Romanian-Serbian (8).
In terms of functionality, border crossing points, determined
by the type of vehicles, on the first position is situated the road that
numbers 41, followed by 16 rail, 8 port and airport 17. In border
areas their distribution in terms of functionality is determined by the
type of support border line, which may be river, sea or land. Another
factor to prioritize border crossings is the flow of people and goods.
Morphological features of border crossings in terms of
position of the specific monitoring bodies (border police and
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customs) highlight a specific variety determined by the type of
transportation means or by the morphological features of the natural
environment (situation different if the crossings on land and on those
where the support of the border line is a river artery so that the cross
border involves crossing a bridge at the ends of which are positioned
control structures of the two states). In this case, we may highlight,
between the two control structures, a border area24.
3.6.2. Free zone
Free zone in the legal aspect is an integral part of national
territory; their activities are subject to the law of the Romanian state.
Under the territorial aspect, their area is clearly defined and
surrounded and activities within them are prohibited outside the
space that delimitates the free zone
Border free zone regime is identical to the actual state border,
control access to and from the free zones shall be performed by
border police and customs of border control point25, designed
especially for this purpose. In certain special situations and control
can be performed within the free zone.
According to Law No. 84/1992, ”in the sea and river ports in
Romania, along the Danube - Black Sea Channel, other canals and
waterways in the territories near the border crossing points may be
Gr Stamate (1997) in his book ”Frontiera de stat a Romaniei” (p.191-193) describes the
existence of interior boundaries or border in extenso, whose overpassing does not involve
exceeding the actual border line. Area between the actual boundary line and the inner
boundary, which delimits the space where Customs control takes place, can be considered
a border zone with special regime (neutral). When in the neighbouring state the control
point is not located on the boundary line itself, but at some distance from it, we mention
the existence of two borders in extenso and a real common border.
At railway crossings, symbolic boundaries of the area with special perimeter are outlined
by the perimeter of the two railway stations nearby, and between which, at a greater
distance than if the road, is the border itself.
If port points, unlike the situations mentioned above, in extenso border crossing is
conducted after border crossing itself, an identical situation to that of aircraft. ”The vessel
in foreign territory” itself located on foreign land is a perimeter border in extenso.
In case of airports, checkpoints are located far from and within the border itself, so that
double line of checkpoints on both sides is incorporating in extenso border and border zone in
extenso, with several features
25 Under Law. 86/1992.
24
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set free zone regime. Thus, in the year 2003 there were six free zones
created to promote international trade and attracting foreign capital
to use new technologies and increasing opportunities to use the
resources of the national economy (Stamate, 1997, 194).
The six areas have a predominant territorial distribution in
the south-east of the country (5): Sulina, Agigea, Braila, Galati and
Giurgiu, while at the western border free zone exists only Curtici in
the county of Arad, on the border with Hungary (source:
www.politiadefrontiera.ro).
3.6.3. Diplomatic missions and consulates (fig. 27)
Diplomatic missions and consular offices have a certain
regime as regards the inviolability of certain areas or buildings and
their outer limit plays a role similar to the border. However,
although they are located on the territory of another state, while
exercising their mandate, they are part of the sovereign state that
they represent and whose flag they are flying.
This is supported by the 1961 Vienna Convention on
Diplomatic Relations and the 1963 Vienna Convention on Consular
Relations, regarding consular relationships, buildings and lands
which are the premises of diplomatic missions - embassies and
legations, and consular offices as well as other properties that are
used by them are inviolable (Stamate, 1997, 196). Access to the
premises mentioned, regardless of ownership are (accredited State or
a third party) can be achieved only with the Head of Mission.
It is possible that, on grounds of good cause and emergency,
the forces of the residence state to enter within these premises limits.
They also provide their protection. The perimeter of these areas can
be considered a real border.
3.6.3.1. Embassies
In 2003, according to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
127 embassies operate in Romania representing the Sovereign
Military Order of Malta and 126 countries on all continents: Europe
40, Africa 33, Asia 36, Americas 17 and one Australia-Oceania (Fig.
27). Only small states like Andorra, Liechtenstein, Monaco and San
Marino, are not represented as their external representation is
ensured protective states like as Spain, France, Switzerland and Italy.
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Figure 27. Diplomatic Foreign Missions (Embassy and Consulate) in Romania and Romanian’s missions in other world’s states
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Meanwhile, in the year 2003, Romania had opened a total of
109 embassies with diplomatic representation in 38 European
countries, 32 in Asia, 13 in Africa, 11 in America and an embassy in
Australia. These institutions in other countries of the Romanian state,
of the highest rank, can be considered during their operation as part
of its territory, any aggression against them mean aggression against
Romania. Entry into their territory under international law and the
Romanian, involves the same regime as the state border of Romania.
An interesting aspect at the embassy level is reciprocity; we
remark in this regard 18 additional embassies open in Romania,
without its representation there in the states. In reality, there is
reciprocity of the 94 states, of which most (36) are European.
In parallel, in Romania there are 39 embassies of countries
within which Romania has no representation at this level. In this
situation are 21 states in Africa, nine from Asia, seven from Latin
America and two in Europe (Iceland and Malta). Also, of the 109
states that Romania is represented at the embassy level, nine are not
represented In Romania, three from Asia (Singapore, Turkmenistan
and Uzbekistan), two from South America (Uruguay and
Venezuela), two from Africa (Senegal and Zimbabwe) and San
Marino in Europe.
3.6.3.2. Permanent Missions of Romania, and the presence in
international organizations. In 2008 according to MAE, Romania had
13 representatives in such structures as the level of 11 cities: Brussels
(EU and NATO), Budapest (Danube Commission), Geneva (UN),
Madrid (WTO), Montreal (ICAO), Nairobi (UNEP, UNCHS), Paris
(UNESCO), Rome (FAO), Strasbourg (EC), and Vienna. In Romania
operates a total of 14 representations of international organizations,
established in Bucharest.
3.6.3.3. At the level of economic relations we note the
existence of three economic missions: in Sri Lanka (Colombo),
Cameroon (Yaoundé) and India (Mumbai).
3.6.3.4. Romania’s General Consulate in other countries are
much smaller in number, they are located in 34 cities in 22 states
(Table 10): in Europe nine, three in America, two in Africa, one in
Asian and one in Australia. At states level three are in USA (Chicago,
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Los Angeles, New York), two in Germany (Bonn, Munich), Ukraine
(Chernovtsy and Odessa), France (Marseille and Strasbourg), and
Canada (Montreal and Toronto). In addition to these 11 states with
one consulate: Spain (Barcelona), Turkey (Istanbul), Italy (Milan),
Greece (Thessaloniki), San Marino, Hungary (Szeged), Egypt
(Alexandria), South Africa (Cape Town), Brazil (Rio de Janeiro),
China (Shanghai), Australia (Sydney). In Romania there are 10
general consulates, representing nine countries: Australia, China,
Germany (Sibiu and Timisoara), Greece, Serbia and Montenegro,
Russia, Turkey, Ukraine (Suceava) and Hungary (Cluj Napoca).
3.6.3.5. Accordingly the same sources (www.mae.ro, 2003) in
2003 there were in Romania, a total of 29 honorary consulates
representing 23 countries, distributed both in the capital and other
urban districts as follows: Timisoara (Austria, Netherlands),
Constanta (Finland, France, Italy), Brasov (Jordan, France), Craiova
(Italy, France), Arad (Guinea), Cluj (Italy), Piatra Neamt (Italy), plus
18 that function in the capital Bucharest Of the 23 countries only 11
are European countries, plus five from Africa, four from Asia and
two from South America (Table 10).
Meanwhile, Romania has opened on the territory of 50 states
a total of 99 honorary consulates (after Ministry of External Affairs,
Romania, 2003). At the level of continents, most countries where such
institutions exist are Europe with 17 countries, 15 American states,
followed by Asia with 12 countries and Africa with countries. The
number of consulates follows the same order, with Europe in the first
position with 40 honorary consulates, 35 America, Asia 1, Africa 6.
It is noteworthy that in North America, in three states, are
concentrated 16 consulates, representing almost half of the total, the
first position being U.S.A. with 11. At the state level after the U.S.,
Germany and Brazil come with five each, Netherlands, Turkey, Italy,
Poland with four each, followed by Belgium, Norway, Switzerland,
and Mexico with 3 each. A group of 11 states follows with 2
consulates, dominating the Asian ones and 28 states with one
consulate. Noteworthy is that with the exception of Poland, Romania
has not opened an honorary consulate in none of the states of the
former socialist bloc and the former USSR.
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To these add seven cultural centres in Berlin, Budapest, Paris,
Rome, Venice, and Vienna on the European continent and New York
in the U.S.
3.6.4. National flag vessels and aircrafts
Another issue specific to a political geography analysis
oriented on the border space question is that of the ships and
aircrafts statute that arrive or depart from the Romanian ports or
transit the territorial waters. The international law and the
contemporary practice highlight a total dependency of the aircraft or
ship on the flag it carries. Based on this provision, the ships and
aircrafts that travel under a Romanian flag are integrative parts of
the national territory and avail the laws and specific rights of this
situation.
In these conditions, the Romanian ships and aircrafts are
accepted to travel under the national flag as they are “considered as a
part of the territorial goods of the Romanian state, they can avail of the
general regime defined in the international conventions of which Romania is
signatory part and the sanctioned and recognized rights for the inoffensive
travel through the territorial sea of other states for crossing or following the
interior waters, or their ports ” (source: Stamate, 1997, 197).
As well, international law implies “no state in exerting its civil
jurisdiction can not stop or modify a ship route through its territorial
waters….” (Bolintineanu and Năstase, 1995, 196).The exceptions take
place when the international commitments and those stipulated in
the documents signed by the states involved, the state to be crossed
and the one of the ship flag affiliation are infringed. In practice there
is a series of particular situations regarding the right of surveillance
or transit of the territorial waters26 .
26

- for naval vessels, coastal States reserves the right to set limits on access and transit, if not
agreed through bilateral agreement (Stamate, 1997, 198);
- in straits, ”;ships and aircrafts must meet the obligations imposed by agreements in this
regard if it is about exercising the right of innocent passage in transit; (Bolintineanu and
Năstase, 1995, 198).
-in states area the right exercised by ships and aircrafts of foreign countries to pass
through territorial waters and to fly, resembles in some respects the right of transit
passage through straits; (Bolintineanu and Năstase, 1995, 201);
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3.6.4.1. Ships and waters with national and international
waters. Considering the above mentioned data, from the point of
view of navigation the Romanian maritime space of Black Sea and
the inferior Danube from Bazias to Black Sea, the most intensely used
are subjected to these rules. The same regime applies to all the other
sailable rivers that constitute support of the Romanian state border,
like Prut and Tisa River, in the specific sectors. In case of this kind of
transports, entrance or departure on the Romanian territory is
achieved in fluvial or maritime ports, especially designed as border
control point with customs facilities. The presence of a person or
goods on a ship between the two border points, identified with
departure and arrival ports, may be considered as a partial neutral
territory, being under the jurisdiction of the state under whose
pavilion the ship travels.
For example, in case of a cruise on the Danube, departure
from Tulcea port, destination Budapest port, from the moment of the
control exerted by the border police and customs, one that enters the
ship that has a neutral statute (international) until the moment of
landing in the destination post namely the crossing of a “new border”
in Budapest port.
The control does not take place in case of cruise ships or
transport of persons whose points of landing and embankment are
on the territory of the same state, namely, in this case, on the territory
of Romania.
For example: regular cruises between Giurgiu and Orşova.
From the point of view of the destination of persons and
goods that embark or land, namely to and from internal or external
ports, Romanian ports on Danube can be grouped in two major
categories:
a.) ports with border pass points, namely those where ships
under a foreign pavilion anchorer or ships under Romanian pavilion
-within the exclusive economic zone, all States shall enjoy freedom of navigation and
overflight, taking into account the obligations of the coastal State in competition with the
riverraine state law and international regulations on maritime law, while the
internationalized maritime space, freedom of navigation is open to any type of vessel,
including the war vessel (Stamate, 1997, 198);
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with destination to ports of foreign states. In this category are
included the following ports: Moldova Veche, Orşova, Drobeta
Turnu-Severin, Calafat, Bechet, Corabia, Turnu Măgurele, Zimnicea,
Giurgiu- fluvial station, Giurgiu-Ostrovul Mocănaşul, OlteniŃa,
Călăraşi, GalaŃi, Brăila, Tulcea, Sulina, Cernavodă. To this the
maritime ones can be added: ConstanŃa, ConstanŃa South-Agigea,
and Mangalia.
b.) ports for the internal traffic: Hârşova, Măcin, Isaccea,
Mahmudia, Sfântu Gheorghe and which are, usually, of reduced
dimensions;
We must mention the fact that the same port can serve the
internal and external traffic, and from the point of view of
positioning in one of the two categories, the decision belongs to the
Romanian state, which by law can open or close such border cross
points through the ships that in this context can be considered “a
border area” or “border perimeter in extenso” (Stamate, 1997, 193).
3.6.4.2. Border in the Romanian maritime sector and its
features. Another important issue is the maritime border.
Delimitation of the territorial waters represents an essential
condition (Bolintineanu, 1960). Tracing the base line from which we
calculate the 12 marine miles of territorial waters under the
sovereignty of Romania, being an integrative part of the national
territory. In these conditions the real border of Romania in the
maritime space is represented by the line traced offshore at 12 miles
distance from the base line.
Romania maritime border, based on the data offered by the
Border Police (www.politiadefrontiera.ro, 2009) sums up 247.424 km
and it is formed by 3 sectors:
-Romanian-Bulgarian of 21.750 km, representing maritime
Romanian-Bulgarian sector;
-Romanian-Ukrainian of 31.7 km, representing 21.75 km,
equivalent of 12 maritime miles of the territorial waters, to which
“9.950 km are added on the circumference of the so called territorial limit of
the Snakes Island” (Stamate, 1997, 120);
-the maritime border itself, with a length of 193.5 km,
corresponding to Romania real border to Black Sea. Corresponding
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to the Romanian seaside, its total length comprised between the
extreme points of the maritime border, corresponding to the data
offered by the devoted literature is about 234-245 km, thus,
compared to the border traced by the territorial waters limit there is a
difference of about 40 km resulted from the Romanian maritime
shore configuration.
In these conditions, as well as in case of Romanian airspace, in
case of the maritime one the real border cross implies two stages:
a.) the first stage involves embarkment on ships considered
“similar to border spaces”, in seaports that have border crossing
points and customs;
b.) the second stage involves departure to open seas and
crossing the real border, namely the imaginary line that delimitates
the Romanian territorial waters, or interstate maritime borders like
the coast international maritime lines.
There are situations when the naval cruises do not exceed
territorial waters, transporting within their area, which does not
mean they pass maritime state border of Romania. In this situation
the control organs of police border and customs are not involved, as
it is about internal maritime routes. This type of traffic can be
combined with the fluvial, thus a passengers or touristic ship that
leaves Orşova with destination Mangalia, without exceeding the
Romanian territorial sea waters and does not anchor in any fluvial
port of the contiguous states does not involve the control specific to
the crossbordering traffic. One must add the fact that this type of
transport is under the border police control because it takes place in
the Romanian border area.
The geographical distribution of the maritime border crossing
points, existent in 2003 (source: Border Police, 2003) highlight the
ports: Mangalia, ConstanŃa South-Agigea, ConstanŃa and Sulina to
which in case of a transport with fluvial-maritime ships we add the
16 fluvial. This ports are doubled by offices and customs, which can
be more numerous and specialized in function of transportation
means.
Regarding the naval transport, fluvial and maritime, the
official state border pass takes place in ports, after the border police
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and customs filter, but this does not mean a real border pass, fact to
be achieved only in the moment of crossing its dividing line of two
states and which occurs only at long distances from the checking
point.
For example in case of a cruise between Brăila and Varna (fig. 28), the
official border pass is achieved between the two ports in the special
arranged checking points, while the real border pass takes place only when
the Romanian-Bulgarian maritime border was passed, in case of a coast
route; or the cross of the Romania maritime border, continuation of the trip
in the contiguous or economic area and entrance in Varna port by crossing
the Bulgarian maritime border.

Figure 28. Peculiarities of maritime cross-border traffic
(map source : România. Atlas rutier, 2001)

Because Romania, due to its quality as maritime country, has
this way access to the Planetary Ocean we briefly present the official
opinions regarding the demarcation of the maritime space at
worldwide level. There is no common opinion at worldwide level,
predominantly regarding especially territorial waters, but the
majority of states accept the areas and limits which we present
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subsequently. This delimitation and legislation of the rights that
states exert upon these areas relies on a series of documents signed
by a significant number of states, like Conventions of Genève in 1958
and Montego Bay in 1982, as well as conferences I and III of UN
about the sea rights. Corresponding to these the maritime space is
divided as follows (after Bodocan, 1997, 197, with the author’s addings;
www.politiadefrontiera, 2009):
-interior maritime waters, comprising the aquatic space
comprised between the shore itself and the base line27;
-territorial sea28 namely the maritime space comprised between
the base line and its parallel offshore at a distance of 12 marine miles
(22.224 km) found under the incidence of Romanian state laws;
-contiguous area represents maritime space comprised between
territorial sea limit and imaginary line offshore at 12 marine miles
and within whose limits “Romania exercises its power only in special
purposes and with restricted effects for protecting state interests” (Stamate,
1997, 128);
-continental plateau represents the prolongation of the continental platform in submerged environment, comprising its soil and
subsoil whose width, in function of shore configuration, can exceed
or not the limit of the territorial waters. In case that this exceeds
territorial waters or lays within these the limit is established at 200
miles from the base line;
-exclusive economic area, adjacent offshore to contiguous area
and which lies at 200 marine miles measured from the base line to
offshore;
-free sea represents the maritime waters that does not enter
under the incidence of any state and stretches in offshore from the
exclusive economic area.
At Black Sea level the last two areas are not delimitated yet
(Stamate, 1997, 129) and it is possible that this, in function of the
riverainne states requests for extending the territorial waters will not
exist.
27
28

is the lower water line during low tide as a multi-annual average;
“interior sea waters, territorial sea, soil and sub soil and the airspace above are part of
Romania’s territory (Stamate, 1997, 127);
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3.6.4.3. National air space and its borders
A quick look at a map highlights delimitations of various
kinds transposed at soil surface, in which for a nonspecialist the
intuition of other types of delimitations (in a three-dimensions space
transposed in a plan) is an approach difficult to achieve. In
cartographic studies, especially for those that use frequently this
geographic means of giving the territorial realities, “one exercise” of
“visualizing” is imposed to all limits categories and especially when
it is about the delimitation of a political areal.
The existent air space above a political area (state) is an
integrative part of its territory, entering under its judicial regime
“which means general sovereignty” (Andronovici, 1981, 20). Corresponding to the same author “the air border appears as an imaginary air
cylinder, irregular, whose lower basis constitutes the territorial limit of the
terrestrial surface, and the upper basis is given by the lower plan of the
extra-atmosphere space”.
The judicial practice in use highlights regarding the air space
limits, two such plans perpendicular one on the other and which
delimitates Romania air space, in this case to the exterior, towards
the neighbouring state, in this case having a vertical plan and the
second perpendicular on this, disposed in altitude and which
sections “the imaginary air cylinder” integrated to the Romanian
sovereign space. The question is at which altitude this vertical plan
is, namely which is the upper limit of the national air space, “where
the state political control is still exist” (Stamate, 1997).
Chicago Convention in 1944 comprises in its text relevant
aspects, namely “five freedom of air”: surveillance, technical stopover,
passengers embarkement and debarkement, correspondence and
goods, as well as the right to forbid flights in certain areas of the state
air space. At state level there is a multitude of variants of altitude
delimitation of the national air space, between which United Nations
Committee considers as optimal the altitude of 80-100 km.
Thus, the Romanian air space is identified with the terrestrial
or maritime one, being their vertical prolongation, and its
penetration through air transport means implies the crossing of the
border itself and then the airport border, namely through the police
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border and customs control, especially designed in airports.
The flight regime on Romanian territory is “established by
Governmental decisions” (Stamate, 1997), and entrances/departures
from the national air space and the air space surveilled by any type
of aircraft is clearly mentioned, first of all for providing a certain
security degree for them and secondly to have a control upon the
entire air traffic that transits Romanian territory. Corresponding to
the specialty literature Romanian territory is crossed by itineraries
and air routes, “among which some of them cross the national territory
and pass the state border within the limits of a well determined area”
(Stamate, 1997, 183)29. Flight itineraries that survey Romanian
territory is identified with a network of air ways along which
aircrafts protection is provided, and the ones outside the national
territory can be considered as “air points to cross a state border”.
Difference between these and the terrestrial one is that the control is
realized in units for internal border passing, located at level of
airports with international traffic regime. Thus, on Romanian
territory there are 11 corridors international flights, identified with
the same number of state border crossing units, each with a width of
20 km (source: Stamate, 1997, 188).
These international corridors, in case that planes destination is
from or to Romania lead to the airport border crossing units(border
in extensor) located usually inside the country as follows:
-Arad, Oradea, Timişoara, Satu Mare in Western border areal;
-Cluj-Napoca and Sibiu inside Transylvania Carphatic Arch;
-Mihail Kogălniceanu in Dobrogea;
-Otopeni and Băneasa in Bucharest for the Southern part of the country.

There is of course an evident disproportion regarding the
distribution on the national territory of the airports with
international regime (2003), predominantly in Transylvania (6), none
in Moldavia and only two in Muntenia-Oltenia. This situation is one
imposed by requests, namely the large number of requests for
opening the above mentioned airports to international traffic.
29

In Romania there are 11 international flight corridors, which have a width of 20 km and
coinciding with the same number of border crossings: 1. Baia Mare, 2. Galati 3. Constanta,
4. Mangalia 5. Giurgiu 5.A.Gostinu 6. Turnu Magurele, 7. Bechet, 8. Bazias 9. Arad, 10.
Oradea.
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In this moment the dynamics of the economic and commercial
activities is one that develops quickly as one can see in the
international air traffic, namely the connection of other airports in
the country, especially in Moldova (Iaşi and Bacău), to the air traffic
by stops-over in the previously mentioned airports and which
remain, for the moment, reference. Of course that the future, in
function of requests, may determine the increase of the number of
such border crossing units, of internal airport type.
One example in this direction, except for charter flights, is Carpat Air
Company which during several years developed a new international
network that created an “independence” of the traffic from Bucharest,
directly valuing the corridor mentioned (fig. 29).

Figure 29. Carpat Air company and its international network aerial
traffic in 2003 (data sources: Carpat Air, 2003)

On Timişoara international airport are connected to
international traffic 5 other airports in Romania with connecting
flights to other 11 airports in Italy, Germany, Republic of Moldavia
and Hungary. In one of these situations, as for example on route
Cluj-Napoca-Budapest, the two airports represent the official checkin points (namely the border police check-in and customs check-in),
the border itself being situated 150 km from Cluj Napoca and 250 km
from Budapest, practically the two points that in case of land
transportation are close, are, in this case, situated at 400 km distance.
Flight duration and plane may be considered border crossing time
between Romania and Hungary, and the plane a border area (border
in extenso).
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As a conclusion, based on the presented data, within the state
border areas, there are, in function of the support of the border
trajectory and the means of transport, many situations regarding
state border crossing, differentiated by the distance between exit
points from the country and entrance points on the territory of the
neighbouring country or destination30. Thus, distance, position and
characteristics of the two border crossing points depend on the
border trajectory support and the means of transport type, as
follows:
a.) in case of auto means of transportation and persons there
are two situations:
-short distances (tens of metres), in case of auto crossing
points that are located on border line traced on land.
-medium and long distances, when border support is
hydrographical and border crossing involves crossing a bridge or
travelling by ferry, the distance between the two points depending
of the width of hydrographical artery and the bridge length;
b.) in case of railway transport the distance between the two
points is longer than in case of the road ones. It corresponds to the
distance between the terminus railways stations (border) on the
territory of the two contiguous states that have the statute of border
checkpoint. In this situation as well, the distance increases if there is
a bridge or a ferry-boat and the terminus stations are distant to its
ends;
c.) in case of shipping(naval transport), distances are the most
variable, from the length of a hydrographical artery (Calafat-Vidin)
to hundreds of km in case of the one developed along one
hydrographical artery (GalaŃi-Vienna on Danube) or fluvial-maritime
(Orşova-Varna);
d.) in case of air transport distances are the longest and they
correspond to the length of the existent air routes between two
airports with border crossing facilities (or with international airport
status). Example: Bucureşti-Roma; Oradea-Verona (fig. 29).

30

In air traffic case states that the two airports of departure and arrival are not always
contiguous.
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Chapter 4

4. ADMINISTRATIVE-TERRITORIAL STRUCTURES
AND THEIR ROLE IN DETERMINING THE ANALYSIS
FRAMEWORK OF THE REGIONAL AND CROSSBORDER COOPERATION

4.1. General aspects
In the world political unit, regardless of the unitary or federal
form of organization, out of practical and functional needs, each state
distinguishes itself by an administrative organization of its political
territory; this organization is specific for or integrated within a
regional system. Usually, the administrative-territorial organization
of a state is determined to a great extent by the surface of the
respective state that makes the difference between a political unit
and another by the variable number of hierarchical steps that connect
the central power – the state with the local one.
The main premise for carrying out these approaches,
respectively that determining the frame for displaying the internal
and external connections comes up from the existence of a political
territory under the form of the state. This aspect derives also from an
internationally accepted synthetically definition of the state by
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which, this can be defined “as an independent political unit, occupying a
well defined territory, permanently populated and having total sovereignty
on its internal and external business” (Bodocan, 1997, 58).
The administrative-territorial organization of a state is based
on a complex of decisive factors for creating a functional mechanism
as regards the technical endowment of the respective territory (Ianoş,
2000); Cocean, 2005). Within this approach, one considers: the surface
of the geographical area, the morphology of the relief, localizing the
activities and the population, setting out the ways of communication,
the most central and accessible position possible of the residence of
the defined unit etc. In the case of the unitary states, the
administrative divisions are created by the central government
which is in the position to establish their number, the limits, the
degree of authority and efficacy etc. Usually, this internal
apportionment creates internal quasi-borders that determine areas
differentiated according to size and position. Ranking the units that
compose the administrative map of a state also has a decisive
influence upon the spatial distribution of population and activities.
Nowadays cross-border cooperation (Hasselt, 1987; Benedek,
2001; Braumenwitz, 2000; Suli-Zakar, 2002; Ilieş and al, 2008; Ilieş D.,
2008) implies the existence of a frame for carrying out some
economical, social, cultural activities etc. In this context it is
important that the peculiarities of the territorial structures specific to
the adjacent countries and their degree of harmonization be known.
The most favourable are the extreme ones, respectively the state in its
whole as superior structure and the locality as elementary structure
present in the administrative-territorial organization of each state.
The dynamics of the post-communist cross-border relations
emphasizes cross-border structures among the most varied as form,
size, contents and organization. Therefore, the purpose of this study
is to reflect the ways and the typology of these types of cooperation
structures from the point of view of their functionality and efficacy
for the states and areas involved.
In the case of Romania that has 7 different sectors of state
borders with five countries and the Black Sea, more typological
structures of cross-border cooperation appeared after 1990.
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Important roles in this case have the territorial-administrative units
of Romania and of the neighbour countries since they create a
territorial, demographic and juridical framework assuring the
functionality of these approaches. In this context we suggested a
thorough analysis of these problems with deep implications in the
functional determination of these territorial structures.
The European Union made a first step by creating the system
of statistical units (NUTS) precisely for setting up a uniform
reference system of some indicators essential in the functional
mechanism of all kinds of cross-border relations.

4.2. Organizing the statistical regions at European level
(the NUTS system)
Since the date of appearance of the first nucleus of states that
founded the European Union, these gradually came against a series
of problems, especially those key elements for reporting the different
indicators relevant to define the economical, political, social positions
of the member states. Among these, making up a correlational
database with comparable elements determined the Statistical Office
of the European Union to introduce a system of territorial units
beginning with 1988, with the purpose of uniformly collecting the
statistical information.
Therefore, the European Union suggested the NUTS
classification system31 comprising five classes32 (figures 30 - 33).
In accordance with the territorial development strategy of the
European Commission “the NUTS system has been created for:
collecting, developing and harmonizing the Community regional statistics;
for socio-economic analyses and for creating a framework for implementing
the regional policies.”
31
32

Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics.
The NUTS classification has been used since 1988 on the basis of the Council Regulation
no 2052/88. In January 2002, the candidate countries for EU integration decided to
implement and correlate their administrative-territorial system with NUTS, with the
purpose of standardizing the framework for reporting the existing statistical database at
European level (source: www.infoeuropa.ro, 2003).
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The tendency of extending the European Union towards the
East of the Europe arises also from the fact that, in January 2002,
Eurostat published an official list that besides the EU member
countries includes also the equivalent of the statistical regions of the
European Free Trade Association33 (EFTA) and of the Central
European Countries34 (the countries candidate to EU integration).
Table 7. Levels, numbers and names of territorial-statistic units existing in EU’s and
AELS/EFTA’s according with Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS) in
2009. (data sources: Eurostat 2009, Bruxelles, www.infoeuropa, 2009)
NUTS 1
NUTS 0 /
Country
No
Name
States members of UE
Nr

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8

Austria /
Österreich
Belgium /
Belgique /
Belgie
Germany /
Deutschland
Danmark /
Danmark
Spain /
Espana
Finland /
Soumi /
Finland
France /
France
Greece /
Ellada

9

Ireland

10

Italy / Italia

11

Luxembourg
Olanda /
Nederland

12
13

Portugal /
Portugal

14

Sweden /

15

Great Britain /

TOTAL

No

NUTS 2
Name

No

NUTS 3
Name

3

Gruppen von
9
Bundeslander

Bundeslander

35

Gruppen von
Politischen
Bundeslander

3

Regions

11

Provinces

43

Arrondissements

16 Lander

40

Regierungs
bezirke

441

Kreise

1

Country

1

Country

15

Amter

7

Agrupacion de
comunidades 18
autonomas

Comunidades
autonomas

52

Provincias

2

MannerSoumi

6

Suuralueet

20

Maakunnat

22

Regions + DOM

96

Departements
+ DOM

13

Development
regions

51

Nomoi

Z.E.A.T. +
DOM
Groups of
4 development
regions
1 Country
Gruppi di
11
regioni
1 Country
8

4

Landsdelen

Continente +
Regioes
autonomas
1 Country
Standard
12
regions
77
3

2

Regions

8

20

Regioni

103

1

Country

1

Country

12

Provincies

40

Corop-regio’s

No

NUTS 4
Name

No

NUTS 5
Name

Regional Authority
Province

Comissaoes de
Grupos de
coordenacao
30
Concelhos
regional
8
Riksomraden
21 Lan
Group of
Counties / Local
37
133
counties
authority regions
207
1.089
7

EFTA includes 4 non-member states as follows: 3 states member of the EEA (European
Economic Area that includes also the 15 EU member states) – Iceland, Liechtenstein and
Norway, plus Switzerland that is not member of the EEA, but which defined a territorialstatistical system similar to that adopted by the Statistical Office of the EU.
34 Includes the 13 states candidate to EU integration that defined their statistical-territorial
system in correlation with the one of the EU.
33
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States members UE starting with First May, 2004
1
2
3

Czech Rep. /
Ceska Rep.
Cyprus /
Cyprus

1

Country

8

Groups of Kraje

14

Kraje

77

Okresy

6251

1

Country

1

Country

1

Country

9

Eparchia

412

Estonia / Eesti 1

Country

1

Country

5

15

Maakond

254

5

Hungary /
1
Magyarorszag
Lithuania /
1

6

Letonia /

7

Malta
Poland /
Polska

4

8

1

Country

7

Country

1

Tervezesi –
20
Sztatisztikai regio
Country
10

Country

1

Country

Regions

56
33

Rajoni + Pilsetas

5

Districts

67

373

Powiaty

2486

192

Obcinah

2920

Obce a mesta

150

1

Country

1

Country

2

Islands

Country

8

Wojewodstwa

44

Podregiony

12

Statisticne regije 58

Upravne Enote
(Local
Government
Units)

8

Kraje

Okresy

Slovenia /
Slovenija

1

Country

1

Country

10

Slovakia /
Slovakia

1

Country

4

Zoskupenia
Krajov

10

38

121

Demoi +
Koinottia
Vald + Alev +
Linn

Statisztikai
kisterseg
Savivaldybes

1

9

TOTAL

5

Groups of
Maakond
Megyek +
Budapest
Apskritis

Obce

79
825

3135

Telepules

446

Seniunija
Pagast +
Pilsetas
Localities
Gimny +
Miasta

560

16.723

EU State members starting with 2007 (excepted Turkey)
1

Bulgaria /
Balgarija

1

Country

6

Rajon za
planirane /
Planning regions

2

Romania

1

Country

8

Statistical regions 42

3

Turkey

12

Bolgeler

26

Alt Bolgeler

28

81

Oblasti
Counties +
Bucureşti
Iller

14
40
151
TOTAL
AELS / EFTA States member of (non-member UE)
1
2
3

4

Iceland
Liechtenstein
Norway /
Norge
Suisse /
Switzerland

TOTAL
Total
General

255

850 Ilceler
1105

Country
Country

1
1

Country
Country

1
1

Country
Country

8
2

1

Country

7

Landsdeler

19

Fylker

90

7

Schweiz /
Suisse /
Svizzera /
Grandi
regioni

26

Grossregionen
/ Grandes
Regions /
Cantoni

Kantone /
Cantons

184

35

22

111

320

1383

5338
2951

1
1

10

Obshtini

284

Lansvatdi
Landschaften
Akonomiske
Regioner
Bezirke /
Districts /
Distretti

37360
45.649

Naseleni
mesta
Towns,
commune,
Koy

124
11

Sveitarfelag
Gemeinden

435

Kommuner

2929

Gemeunden
/
Communes
/ Comuni

3499

In this context, the National Statistical Institutes of the EFTA
countries and of those of the Central Europe agreed on these
statistical regions being used as statistical database correlated with
that of the European Union countries.
After a series of changes at the level of the EU member states
and reorganizations in case of the candidate countries, the present
NUTS system became functional starting with 11th of July 2003.
Another two inferior levels, known as Local Administrative Units
(LAU) and that may be associated with NUTS 4 and 5 (table 7) are
added to the first three NUTS ones.
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Figure 30. European territorial-statistic system (NUTS 0 – State level) (data source: ESRI)

Figure 31. European territorial-statistic system (NUTS 1)
(data source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nomenclature_of_Territorial_Units_for_Statistics)
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Figure 32. European territorial-statistic system (NUTS 2)
(data source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nomenclature_of_Territorial_Units_for_Statistics)
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4.3. Implementing the NUTS system at the level of
Romania
The current administrative-territorial organization of Romania
dates back to 1968, being structured on three levels (figure 34): state
(1), counties (2), cities and communes (3). In the structure of the
communes the villages and hamlets are to be found.
In 2008 the territory of Romania was administratively
structured as follows (source: www.insee.ro): 41 counties and the
town of Bucharest (having the same rank); 320 larger and small
towns (including municipiums); 2,860 communes made up of 12,956
villages (figure 34).
In the action of pre-adhesion and adoption of the European
Union standards, Romania joined the European system regarding the
Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics (NUTS). Thus,
beginning with that date, the EUROSTAT Report regarding the
sectorial assessment in the field of regional statistics associate the
statistical data conveyed by the National Statistical Institute of
Romania to an administrative-territorial structure that may be
identified in the NUTS European system (figures 34 and 35).

Figure 34. The hierarchy of territorial-administrative according
with European system NUTS (2009)
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Figure 35. Implementing the NUTS system at the level of Romania (2009)
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This association looks like this: (figure 34):
-NUTS 1 level – Romania:
-NUTS 2 level – 8 development regions;
-NUTS 3 level – 41 counties + Bucharest;
-NUTS 4 level – don’t exist;
-NUTS 5 level – 265 municipiums and towns;
-2,686 communes with 13,092 villages.
Compared with the situation before 2000, one notices the
occurrence of NUTS II at the level of Romania by the formation of 8
development regions as specific territorial entities without
administrative status and juridical personality. These arose of the
association of 5-6 counties that were neighbours from territorial point
of view (figure 35) and have an average population of approximately
2,8 million inhabitants. The development regions are “the framework
for composing, implementing and assessing the regional development policy
and the economic and social cohesion programmes, being in the same time
the framework for collecting the specific statistical data35, in accordance
with the European regulations issued by EUROSTAT for the NUTS II
level” (Romanian Government Emergency Ordinance no 75).

4.3.1. The administrative and legislative framework and its
premises for the purpose of cross-border cooperation
In the context of the present study, we shall use the NUTS 1, 2
and 5 levels as regards the inter-countries regional cooperation and
the cross-border one. Level 1 is the basis of presenting Romania as
far as the associative regional collaboration between states on
different domains is concerned, while the levels 3 and 5 represent the
analysis framework36 of the cross-border cooperation and of the
Romanian border area.
In 2000, Romanian Government Emergency Ordinance no 75 regarding the action of the
National Statistical Institute created 8 general directions for regional statistics.
36 In accordance with article 19 “The communes, the towns and the counties are public legal
entities. These have personal patrimony and full legal capacity.” In article 20 it is stipulated that
“The territorial delimitation of the communes, towns and counties is established by law. Any
modification of their territorial limits can be done only by law and only after previously having
35
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In accordance with the Law no 215/2001 of the local government,
Chapter I – General provisions, section I – The general policy of the local
autonomy, “the counties, the small and larger towns and the communes are
qualified by their government to associate and take part in cross-border
cooperation programmes and structures”. Their local autonomy is
stipulated in article 2, paragraph 1 and provides “the actual right and
capacity of the authorities of the local government to solve and manage, on
behalf of and in the interest of the local collectivities they represent, the
public affairs, under the terms of the law.” Article 5, paragraph 2
stipulates that “the local autonomy confers the authorities of the local
government the right, within the limits of the law, of having initiatives in
all the fields, excepting those that are deliberately given within the
competence of other public authorities”.

4.4. Romanian border administrative-territorial
structures
In the context of this study, the counties, the small and larger
towns and the communes are the main administrative-territorial
units that provide reference and analysis framework under the terms
of the above mentioned law37.
At the level of the Romanian border area, the analysis
framework showed in figure 36 is made up of:

asked the citizens of the respective administrative-territorial units by referendum that is organized
in accordance with the law.”
37Article 11, paragraph 1: The authorities of the local government have the right, within the
limits of their competence, to cooperate and associate with other authorities of the local
government in the country or abroad, under the terms of the law.
Article 13 stipulates:
Paragraph 1: The local councils and the county councils of the administrative-territorial
units adjacent to the border areas may conclude cross-border cooperation agreements
with the corresponding authorities of the neighbour countries, under the terms of the
law.
Paragraph 4. The Local councils and the County councils that have concluded cross-border
cooperation agreements have the right to take part, in other states, in the structures
created by the respective agreements, within the limits of the competence that is due to
them in accordance with the law.
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Figure 36. Typology and structures of Romanian’s borderland (Ilies and al., 2010)
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4.4.1. The border area determined by the administrativeterritorial units equivalent to NUTS 3 - it is formed of 19 border
counties (Ilieş, 2003; Ilieş and al., 2010a), 12 of these being placed at
the external border of the EU (figure 36). The total surface of the
border area thus determined summarizes 119,885.34 sqkm, which
represents 50.27% of Romania’s surface. This is divided (NUTS 5) at
its turn into 114 municipalities and cities (42.7% of total in Romania),
1,315 communes (48.7%) composed of 5,627 villages (41.8%). From
the point of view of the human resource, 39.6% of the urban
population and 48.96% of the rural population of Romania live
within the determined border area. Taking into account these two
elements (the surface and the population) and the share of those with
border status, we can consider that Romania is above the limit of the
border state status.
In the same context, the proportion between the border
surface and the length of the border state plays an outstanding role,
through a reported value of 100 sqkm (Ilieş and al., 2010a).
Depending on this index value it can be determined, at the general
(along the entire border sector) and sector level (on inter-state
sectors; on counties), the role of each unit in managing the crossborder relationships and within the architecture of the determined
border areas. The value of this index within the entire border is of
2.71 km of border/100 sqkm, and within the level of the external
border sector of the EU it is of 2.81 km/100 sqkm. If the length of the
EU external border corresponding to Romania represents 65.8% of
the entire Romanian border state, the border surface composed of
counties represents 64.4%, which means that about 2/3 of the
Romanian border area is also a border area specific to the EU. It must
be also mentioned in this case that the state border of EU external
border status is composed of two different sectors:
1.) The Eastern one of 1,626.2 km in length and with a surface
of 55,091.74 sqkm generates a border index of 2.92 km/100 sqkm;
2.) The Balkan one of 546.7 km in length corresponding to the
Serbian border and having a surface of 22,149.8 sqkm generates a
border index of 2.46 km/100 sqkm.
Within both cases the form of the border counties and their
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position related to the border are very important. For example (table
8), the triangular shape of Timiş County, having one side overlapped
on a border sector with Serbia (221.1 km) will generate a more
realistic index (2.54) as compared to Satu Mare County (4.3), whose
border sector (190.066 km) represents a little side of a rectangle
(figure 36), or Botoşani county (4.88) which has two sides of a
rectangle overlapped on the border state (243.362). Some differences
appear also within the same sector, as for example the case of Timiş
County (2.54) and Caraş- Severin County (1.88), with relative equal
surfaces, but with different lengths of the border sectors.
Table 8. Romanian’s Borderland. County border index
(Data sources: www.insse.ro; www.politiadefrontiera.ro, Ilieş and al., 2010a)

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

County
Arad
Bihor
Botoşani
Caraş-Severin
Călăraşi
ConstanŃa
Dolj
GalaŃi
Giurgiu
Iaşi
Maramureş
MehedinŃi
Olt
Satu-Mare
Suceava
Teleorman
Timiş
Tulcea
Vaslui
Romania
(Borderland)

Surface

State Border
sector (km)

7,754.09
7,544.27
4,985.69
8,519.76
5,087.85
7,071.29
7,414.01
4,466.32
3,526.02
5,475.58
6,305.36
4,932.89
5,498.28
4,417.85
8,553.50
5,789.78
8.696.65
8,498.75
5,318.40

128.587
172.045
243.362
160.100
77.000
354.825
152.000
119.014
74.000
216.015
164.400
193.200
50.000
190.066
112.032
89.000
271.039
309.900
175.053

119,855.34

2,172.900

County border
index
(km/sqkm)
1.65
2.28
4.88
1.88
1.51
5.02
2.05
2.66
2.10
3.94
2.61
3.92
0.91
4.30
1.31
1.54
3.12
3.65
3.29
1.81

So, at the level of the county border belt in Romania (NUTS 3),
the values obtained from calculating the county border index
contribute substantially to their order by the border determination
degree and reversely, within the cross-border cooperation strategies,
within the territorial planning related to the border and cross-border
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system. Taking into account the role and the functions of the border
we can approximate the existence of: an internal border area of the
EU (Bulgarian sector); internal EU-external Schengen (with
Hungary); external EU with two sectors; Eastern and Balkan one
(figure 36).
From the point of view of the border type, the border counties
may be grouped as it follows:
-Border counties on the EU external border: Maramureş,
Suceava, Botoşani, Iaşi, Vaslui, GalaŃi, Tulcea, ConstanŃa for the
Eastern sector; Caraş-Severin for the Balkan sector;
-Border counties on the EU internal border: Arad, Bihor along
the sector with Hungary; Dolj, Olt, Teleorman, Giurgiu and Călăraşi
along the sector with Bulgaria;
-Mixed border counties (external and internal to the EU): Satu
Mare, ConstanŃa, MehedinŃi and Timiş;
-Internal border counties: Brăila and IalomiŃa with a width of
10 km including the right and the left bank rivers of the Danube
(4,371 sqkm), generated by the Danube’s international regime.
4.4.2. The border area determined by the administrativeterritorial units of the lowest rank (local actor; NUTS 5)- 3 border
rings circumscribed to the border of Romania and made up of the
administrative areas of the NUTS 5 units, small and larger towns and
communes respectively.
a.) The first ring is made up of 236 towns and communes
that are directly in contact with the border line and therefore have a
border character (figure 41);
b.)The second ring is made up of 263 lower
administrative-territorial units (NUTS 5) out of which 17 small and
larger towns, separated from the border through ring I. Within this
ring, at the western border of this ring, at the western frontier are
placed the most important towns of the region (Oradea, Arad, Satu
Mare, Baia Mare, Carei etc). Depending on the shape and position
many of these are close to the border;
c.) Ring III, made up of the administrative-territorial
units adjacent to ring II and which, from the point of view of the
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width extension area of the Romanian border zone (approximately
30-35 km) would be its inner limit.
4.4.3. The border area determined by the border and the
parallel line to it placed at 30 km inside (figure 40). This is a variant
applied in other studies for Slovenia (Bufon, 2002), Austria
(Lichtenberger, 2000). There are states less large than Slovenia,
Switzerland, Belgium, Austria and so on, where the so determined
border area covers between 75-100% of their territory (Bufon, 1996).
Regarding Romania, the surface of the so determined border area is
of 93,858 sqkm, being included between border line long of 3,248.6
km and the inside parallel line of 3,008.6 km. Proportional to
Romania’s surface, the border area represents 39.4%, which shows
that only one third of the state’s surface has border status.
Proportional to the EU external border sector, this border area
summarizes along its two sectors 65,187 sqkm (27.3% from the state
surface and 69.4% from the entire border area), of which 16,401 sq
km on the Balkan sector and 48,786 sqkm on the Eastern sector. In
this case it is also emphasized the important share (68.4%) of the
border and the EU external border area determined in Romania and
implicitly the important role of this state within the management of
the EU external border with its two sectors.
Comparing the two determined border areas it can be
remarked the generated differences regarding this matter, the one
determined by the 30 km parallel line being less larger with 28,671
sqkm (69.4% of the 4.4.1.) variant). If the first variant (4.4.1.), which
remarkably depends on the counties’ configuration and position on
the border, extends the border area to the inside divided in counties,
in the second case (4.4.2.), the 30 km parallel line separates
administrative units inferior in rank to the counties (NUTS 4 and 5),
including them only partially within the activity field of the border
Police for example, this could have juridical implications in case of
border law-breakings.
4.4.4.) Areas belonging to the previous two categories
included in euroregions cross-border structures, bilateral
cooperation or associations of border and cross-border localities.
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If during the communist system the borders and the border
areas had divergent and separating character, after 1900 one can state
that the new political orientation within European context favoured
the change of their role in the convergence areas and demarcation
lines of the political territory. By creating some facilities at
administrative level, the border administrative-territorial units may
be considered “the epidermis” of a “Ratzelian body”, which is the first
to come into contact with the exterior inputs. Therefore, the county
border girdles and those of the towns are the first that come into
contact and react to the external influences and the constrictive or
favourable measures for the cooperation process.
By the Law no 215/2001 of the local government based on and
correlated with the European Framework Convention regarding the crossborder cooperation of the collectivities or territorial authorities of Madrid
of 21st of May, 1980, the Local and County Councils are the main
entities that may enter into cross-border combinations under
different forms, respecting the Romanian Constitution and laws in
force.

4.5. Correlations with the border territorialadministrative systems of the contiguous countries
Cross-border cooperation is also based on some
correspondence at the level of the border administrative-territorial
units that belong to the adjacent states. A support for this purpose is
the NUTS European system, created especially for achieving a
certain standardization of the statistical database collecting system.
At the level of 2009 this system cannot yet be applied to all the
neighbour states of Romania, the correlation being possible only with
Hungary and Bulgaria, and more recently with The Republic of
Moldova. Nevertheless, in case of the present study we shall
emphasize the territorial-administrative systems that exist in the
neighbour countries and contribute to the organization of a juridical
and administrative framework for concluding agreements and
promoting the cross-border cooperation forms and programmes. We
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shall also try a relative correlation of the levels that exist in Ukraine
and Serbia with those present in Romania (table 9).
Table 9. Territorial-administrative units of Romania and neighbours countries
(Source: Eurostat, Bruxelles, 2009)

NO

LEVEL 0 /
COUNTRY

NUTS 1 /
LEVEL 1

NUTS 2 /
LEVEL 2

NUTS 3 /
LEVEL 3

Name

Name

Name

Development
Regions

Counties +
Bucharest

1

Romania

Country

2

Bulgaria

Country

3

Hungary

Country

4
5
6

R Moldova
Serbia
Ukraine

Country
Country
Country

Planning
Regions (Rajon
za Planirane)
Statistics Units
(TervezesiStatisztikai)
Country
Regions
Regions

NUTS 4 /
LAU 1 /
LEVEL4
Name

Provinces
/Oblasti
Counties
(Megyek) +
Budapesta
Counties
Districts
Rayons

NUTS 5 /
LAU 2 /
LEVEL 5
Name
Towns,
communes
and villages
Municipalities

Statisztikai
kisterseg

Telepules
Localities
Localities
Localities

4.5.1. The administrative-territorial system of the Hungarian
border area corresponding with the Romanian border
In case of the Romanian-Hungarian cross-border area, the
Romanian border structures, which are in this case counties, towns,
communes and villages correspond with the Hungarian counties/megyek
and localities/települes (figure 37 and table 10).
As county border structures, the following units are to be
found from North to South: Szabolcs-Szatmar-Bereg having the
residence in Nyiregyháza, Hajdu-Bihár in Debrecen, Békés in
Békéscsaba, Csongrad in Szeged, with a total of 1,966,300 inhabitants,
representing 19.3% of the total population of Hungary registered in
the 2001 census, and a surface of 22,042 sqkm, representing 23.6% of
the territory of Hungary. Therefore, almost a quarter of the
Hungarian territory and population is at border county level
adjacent to the Romanian one.
Considering their presence in cross-border cooperation
structures common with the Romanian part, we add besides those
mentioned before, the second “girdle” of Hungarian counties adjacent
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Table 10. Administrative-Territorial Units from Hungarian and Romanian contiguous
borderlands (Counties level) (sources: Census 2001 / Népszámlálás, 2001 – Kızponti Statisztikai Hivatal,
Budapest; www.insse.ro, 2009)

No

County

Surface
(km2)

Szabolcs-Szatmár5.937
Bereg
2
Hajdú-Bihar
6.211
3
Békés
5.631
4
Csongrád
4.263
Total Hungarian
A
22.042
borderland
Borsod-Abaúj1
7.247
Zemplén
2
Heves
3.637
Jász-Nagykun3
5.607
Szolnoc
4
Bács-Kiskun
8.420
Total the second
B
24.911
“girdle” Hungarian
1
Satu-Mare
4.417
2
Bihor
7.544
3
Arad
7.754
4
Timis
8.696
Total Romanian
C
28.411
borderland
1

Population
Densities
2009
(inhab/sqkm)
in 2009
582.795

98,2

553.043
397.074
433.388

89,0
70,5
101,6

1.966.300

Name

Debrecen
Békéscsaba
Szeged

211.034
67.968
168.372

89,2

325.673

89,5

Eger

415.819

74,5

Szolnoc

546.753

64,7

Kekskemét

Miskolc

227
81
74
58

184.129

354

58.331

117

77.631

77

107.749

117

81,6

365.535
593.431
457.257
674.533

Total

440

102,8

2.090.756

No inhab
(2009)

Nyiregyháza 118.795

745.154

2.033.399

No of Units
NUTS 5 level

Capital

665
82,7
78,7
59,0
77,5

Satu-Mare
Oradea
Arad
Timisoara

112.860
204.578
166.237
311.481

73,6

64
101
78
99
342

Figure 37. Romanian and Hungarian borderland territorial-administrative
division at level NUTS 3 (Counties –ROU and Megyek – HU) and no of
inhabitants (2009; data sources: Romanian and Hungarian National Statistical Offices)
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to the border one, having 1,490,649 inhabitants in 2009 (14.6% of the
total population of Hungary) and a surface of 24,911 sqkm,
representing 26.8% of the Hungarian territory. From North to South
we find: Borsod-Abauj-Zemplen having the residence in Miskolc;
Heves has the residence in Eger; Jasz-Nagykun having the re
sidence in Szolnok; Bacs-Kiskun having the residence in Kecskemet.
From the point of view of the extension of the RomanianHungarian county cross-border area a symmetry regarding the
correspondence of the two adjacent border areas is to be noticed.
4.5.2. The administrative-territorial system of the Ukrainian
border area corresponding with the Romanian border
The Ukrainian administrative-territorial structure in force (2009)
suggests for the border framework the regions, districts, towns,
urban localities and rural localities (and the composing villages). The
Ukrainian administrative-territorial system and implicitly that
corresponding with the border area has low compatibility with the
Romanian one, and therefore with the NUTS European system.
The main features whose balance is difficult to achieve are the
surface and the number of inhabitants. If the population element
may be considered as a variable one, that regarding the surface is
characterized by constancy, resulting an asymmetric cross-border
system, having a part more extended into the Ukrainian sector
(fig. 38).
Thus, the Romanian border counties, from the surface point of
view are between the Ukrainian regions and districts (Boar, 2005).
Also, on the terms that we would suggest a cross-border territorial
system where the Ukrainian regions be made compatible with the
development regions in Romania, the system would also be an
asymmetric one, yet having more area and population in the
Romanian part.
The most relevant cross-border system that include
administrative-territorial structures of the adjacent countries remains
for the moment that composed of the urban and rural localities
which, at least for the Romanian area, dispose of a legislative
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environment favourable and comfortable for different associations in
cross-border system. We notice in this context too, the existence in
the Ukrainian system of two categories of urban localities: towns and
urban localities, the latter being much closer to a rural structure.
Table 11. Administrative-Territorial Units from Hungarian and Ukrainian contiguous
borderlands (Counties level)
(data sources: sursa: National Statistical Office of Ukraine and Romania; www.insse.ro, 2009)

No

Regions /
Counties

Surface
(sqkm)

Populati
on
2008

1
2
3
4

Zakarpathia
Ivano - Frankovsk
CernăuŃi
Odesa
TOTAL Ukrainian
A
Borderlands
1
2
3
4
5
B

Satu Mare
Maramures
Suceava
Botosani
Tulcea
TOTAL Romanian
Borderland

Densities
(inhab/
sqkm)
2008

12.800
13.900
8.100
33.300

1.258.300
1.409.800
922.800
2.469.000

98,3
101,4
113,9
74,1

68.100

6.059.900

89,0

4418
6304
8553
4986
8499

365.535
511.828
706.407
451.199
249.022

82.7
81.2
82.6
90.5
29.3

32.760

2.283.991

69.7

Residence

Ujgorod
Ivano- Frankivsk
CernăuŃi
Odesa

Satu Mare
Baia Mare
Suceava
Botosani
Tulcea

No
Nr inhab Units
NUTS
5
2008
117.317
218.000
241.000
1.029.000

112.860
138.932
106.753
114.885
91.286

64
76
114
78
51
383

Figure 38. Romanian and Ukrainian borderland territorial-administrative division
at level NUTS 3 or equivalent (Counties –ROU and Regions – UA) and no of inhab
in 2008 (data sources: Romanian and Ukrainian National Statistical Offices; www.insse.ro)
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For the present study, for a comparative approach we shall
use all those levels existing within the Ukrainian system, out of
which the accent is to be on the system of localities.
4.5.3.1. At the level of the Transcarpathia region, in the district
border system are included five such administrative structures that
show the following features (fig 39 and table 12):
-At the level of all the districts a small number of urban or
urban-like localities is noticed, aspect reflected also in the structure
of population according to the environments, the average value per
border territorial unit being 24.3% urban population, where only
7.0% of the localities included in the analysis area have urban
character. The most significant values (table 12) are typical of the
mountain districts;
-As regards the density of the localities, a concentration of
these is noticed on a smaller area in the Western districts, while the
biggest values (56) characterize the central districts, the mountain
district Rahiv being at the opposite pole.
-From the point of view of the size of localities, in the upper
part, localities with an average value of 2,750 inhabitants are noticed
for the eastern districts, while at the opposite pole is the district of
the Western extremity with only 1,228 inhabit/locality.
-At the level of the urban environment, the mountain districts
are characterized by a numerical regress, while in the plain districts a
growth of population was recorded. It has to be mentioned that in
the census period, a “regress” regarding the number of the urban
localities was recorded as follows: the Rahiv district “lost” an urban
locality and Teacev district a town. These “losses” arise from these
localities passing into a lower category or fusing.
-The territorial disposal on a relief with varied morphology,
the mountains prevailing in the Eastern sector (Rahiv and Teacev)
and hills and plains in the Western half;
-From the point of view of the territorial extension, the
mountain districts are characterized by larger areas with double
values as compared with those in the plain;
-From demographic point of view a pyramidal system may be
individualized, where the central sector (Hust, Teacev and
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Vinogradov) is characterized by the greatest number of inhabitants,
while in the outlying districts (Rahiv and Beregovo) their number is
considerably diminished;
Table 12. Territorial-Administrative Units (Rayons/Oblsats) from Ukrainian borderland
contiguous with Romanian borderland (data sources: National Statistical Office of Ukraine,
Zakarpatya Regional Statistical Office)
Population
Borderland
Surface
No
Rayons/
(sqkm)
Oblasts
1
2
3
4
5

2006

No settlements (2006)

Urban
Density
(inhab/ Population
Towns
sqkm)
(%)

Urban
Rural
Settlements
Total
Settlements
type

Rahiv
Teacev
Hust
Vinogradov
Beregovo

1.894
1.790
1.000
702
600

90.945
171.850
96.960
117.957
54.062

48
96
97
168
90

39,4
26,3
8,4
31,2
5,6

1
1
1
1
1

3
5
1
2
1

28
56
56
47
42

32
62
58
50
44

Total

5.986

531.774

88,8

24,3

5

12

229

246

Figure 40. Comparative situation (surface and demographic potential) between
Ukrainian Rayons and Romanian Counties (data sources: Romanian and Ukrainian
National Statistical Offices; Zakarpathya regional Statistical Office; www.insse.ro)

-When the surface and the number of inhabitants are put into
equation, standardization of the population density value is noticed,
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with an average of 103.8 inhab/sqkm. At the level of the whole
district border area results a progressive increase of the density
values from West to East, the difference being between
97.7 inhab/sqkm in the district of Beregovo and 106.2 inhab/sqkm in
Rahiv.
-Excepting the district of Beregovo that registered a
population deficit in the interval 1989-2001, at the level of the other
4 districts a significant population growth is noticed in the same
period and they may be considered areas with demographic growth.
On the whole, the Ukrainian regional border system
represents 11.2% of the total in Ukraine, both from the point of view
of the territorial extension and the number of the population.
Considering the dimensions of this state at European level we may
consider that a significant number of the population of this country is
concentrated at a border level adjacent to Romania.
4.5.4. The administrative-territorial system of The Republic of
Moldova border area corresponding with the Romanian border
The Moldavian sector corresponding with the last modifications
in the administrative-territorial system made based on the Law of the
Republic of Moldova no 191-XIV of 12th of November 1998 suggests
counties, autonomous territorial units, small and larger towns and
communes (with composing villages), respectively a system
compatible with that existent on the territory of Romania (excepting
the autonomous regions).
Until the level of 2001, The Republic of Moldova was divided
from administrative-territorial point of view on the basis of the
Soviet system, where, instead of the counties there were districts, this
system being actively up to the present day (see the subchapter
4.5.2.) at the level of Ukraine.
According to the same law the administrative-territorial
organization of The Republic of Moldova “…it is carried out in
accordance with the real economic, social and cultural needs, as well as with
regard for the historical traditions, …” (article 1), “…being called to assure
the accomplishment of the principles of the local autonomy, of
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decentralization of the public services, of eligibility of the local government
authorities and of consulting the citizens regarding the significant local
problems.” (Article 2).
Table 13. Territorial –Administrative Units from Republic of Moldova and contiguous
Romanian Borderland (data sources: Legea privind organizarea administrativ-teritorială a Republicii
Moldova nr. 191-XIV din 12 noiembrie 1998, publicată în Monitorul Oficial al Republicii Moldova, 30
decembrie 1998, nr. 116-118, p.I, art. 705; Legea privind organizarea administrativ-teritorială a Republicii
Moldova, nr. 764-XV din 27 decembrie 2001; Departamentul Statistică şi Sociologie al Republicii Moldova. Date
statistice, 2003, Chişinău; http://www.citypopulation.de/Moldawien.html)
Density
(inhabit/
sqkm)

Surface
(sqkm)

Population
(2003/2008)

EdineŃ
BălŃi
Ungheni
Lăpuşna
Cahul
Taraclia

3.187
4.081
2.516
3.436
2.438
1.022

279.100
500.900
260.300
276.300
190.800
45.600

87,6
122,7
103,4
80,4
78,2
44,6

8
7
4
5
2
1

68 / 149
75 / 244
52 / 149
58 / 143
42 / 104
9 / 25

157
251
153
148
106
26

Total Moldavian
Borderland

16.680

1.553.000

93,1

27

304 / 814

841

No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Counties

% din R. Moldova
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Soroca
Orhei
Chişinău
Chişinău –
capital
Tighina
U.T.A.*
Găgăuzia
Transnistria
Dubăsari

/

Towns

Communes/
Total
Villages

Residence No inhab.
EdineŃ
BălŃi
Ungheni
Hânceşti
Cahul
Taraclia

18.500
145.900
40.000
18.400
41.100
15.400

49,3

36,6

41,5

45,8 / 50,4

50,0

3.162
2.850
2.780
490

274.600
300.400
382.400
779.400

86,8
105,4
137,5
1.590,6

5
4
5
7

57 / 173
69 / 186
86 / 173
11 / 26

178
190
178
33

Soroca
Orhei
Chişinău
Chişinău

38.900
37.000
662.400
662.400

2.899
1.503

169.000
158.900

58,3
105,7

4
3

44 / 77
23 / 29

81
32

Căuşeni
Comrat

125.000
25.600

3.479

625.000

179,6

10

69 / 137

147

Tiraspol

185.000

Total

17.163

2.689.700

156,7

38

359 / 801

839

Rep
MOLDOVA

33.843

4.242.700

125,3

65

663 / 1.615

1.680

1

Botosani

4.986

451.199

90.5

7

71 / 333

78

Botosani 114.885

2

Iasi

5.476

826.522

150,9

5

93 / 418

98

Iasi

313.994

3

Vaslui

5.318

452.528

85,1

5

81 / 449

86

Vaslui

69.839

4

Galati

4.466

611.590

136,9

4

61 / 180

65

Galati

291.608

20.246

2.641,839

130,5

21

306 / 1.380

327

Total
Romanian
Borderland

* Autonom Territorial Units;
** Census of Republic of Moldova din 2001; http://www.statistica.md

From the point of view of the territorial extension of the
Moldavian county borderland it can be noticed (table 13, figure 40)
that half of the territory of The Republic of Moldova (49.3%) belong
to this area, and from demographically point of view 36.6% of the
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whole population. Of course that the smaller number of population
is due to the fact that, this area does not include the capital of the
state, the town of Chişinău where almost 20.0% of the total of
republic’s population is being concentrated. In the same context,
50.0% of the localities of this state belong to the county border area
from administrative point of view.

Figure 40. Comparative situation (surface and demographic potential) between
Moldavian Counties and Romanian Counties (data sources: Romanian and
Moldavian National Statistical Offices; www.insse.ro)

Although the NUTS system has not been implemented, the
administrative-territorial organization of The Republic of Moldova is
compatible with that of Romania, the Romanian-Moldavian county
border area being characterized by symmetry determined by
relatively uniform features of the composing county border areas.
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4.5.4.1. Territorial-Administrative Divisions of Republic of
Moldova comeback to soviet system. Along this context we have
proposed an analysis of the evolution of the territorial-administrative
structures from Moldavia Republic, of the compatibility degree
concerning the administrative aspect and of the actors’ number
involved in determining some cross border systems of a functional
high degree.
Table 14. Romanian-Moldavian Euro-region. Territorial-administrative and demographic
peculiarities specific to the year 2002 (data sources: the population’s and the Romanian habitation’s
census, 2002; www.insee.ro ; the census of the Moldavia Republic population 2001, The census of the
Ukraine population, 2001; www.ukrstat.gov.ua); www.mapl.gov.md; Ilies and al., 2009)

A
1
2
3
4
B
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
C
1
2
3

Romanian
Area
No
Counties
sqkm
inhab
UPPER PRUT EUROREGION
Botoşani
4.986
454.023
Suceava
8.553
690.941

Moldavian
Counties

Area
sqkm

No
inhab

BălŃi

4.081

500.900

EdineŃ

3.187

279.100

SIRET-PRUT-NISTRU EUROREGION
Iaşi
5.476
819.044
Chişinău

2.780

382.400

NeamŃ

5.896

557.084

Lăpuşna

3.436

276.300

Vaslui

5.318

4555.550

Orhei

2.850

300.400

Soroca

3.162

274.600

Ungheni

2.516

260.300

Cahul

2.438

190.800

LOWER DANUBE EUROREGION
Brăila
4.766
373.174
GalaŃi
4.466
619.556
Tulcea
8.499
256.492

Moldavians
Rayons
Briceni
Donduşeni
EdineŃ
OcniŃa
Anenii Noi
Criuleni
Ialoveni
Străşeni
Basarabeasca
Cimişlia
Hînceşti
Leova
Orhei
Rezina
Teleneşti
Drochia
Floreşti
Soroca
Călăraşi
Nisporeni
Ungheni
Cahul
Cantemir

Area
sqkm

No
inhab

814
645
932,9
597

78.027
46.442
81.390
56.510

892
688
783
729
294,5
922,8
1483,4
775
1228
621
848,6
999,9
1108,2
1043
753,5
629
1083

81.710
72.254
97.704
88.900
28.978
60.925
119.762
51.056
116.271
48.105
74.900
87.092
89.389
94.986
75.075
64.924
118.545

1545
870

119.231
60.001

This situation is the result of the frequent changes within the
territorial-administrative structure of the Moldavia Republic, as it
follows: in 1994 (the law no. 3006-XIII) the Moldavia Republic
introduces in the administrative system the conception of the
”commune”, in 1998 (the law 191-XIV) instead of the Soviet districts
are re-established the counties. Between 1998 and February 2003,
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Republic of Moldova was divided into 12 territorial units
(one municipality, one autonomous territorial unit, one territorial
unit and 9 counties.

Figure 41. The old and new administrative division of Republic of Moldova (and
number of inhabitants) before/after the last administrative reform (2004) in the
area included in Romanian-Moldavian Euroregions
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In 2001, applied in 2003 a new territorial-administrative
reform in the Moldavia Republic (the law 764-XV) abolished the
counties and brought back as foreground the old structure of the
rayon38 type specific to the Soviet system and compatible with those
from Ukraine, but it preserves the commune structure (MAEM
source).
Exemple of Euroregion Siret-Prut-Nistru (Ilieş and al., 2009).
Having as basis the public administration law in force in both
countries, which establishes that the associations on the cross border
cooperation level may be realized on the county councils’ level, local
councils’ level and city hall level, in the Euro-regional area there are
238 institutions (12 cities and 226 communes) which administer 1,236
localities, and on the Moldavian side 29 cities and 333 communes
that administer 788 localities. The latest administrative reform from
Moldavia Republic changed this structure by replacing the 5 counties
with 18 rayon, and those 5 decision poles became 18 (table 14 and the
figure 41).
4.5.5. The administrative-territorial system of the Bulgarian border
area corresponding with the Romanian border
The administrative-territorial organization of Bulgaria
includes regions (NUTS II), subregions (equivalent of the counties),
towns and communes (with the composing villages), existing the
possibility of making a compatibility between the Romanian border
system and the Bulgarian one, especially at the level of regions and
provinces, as units similar to the county and of course at the level of
localities (table 15 and figure 42).
Corresponding with the Bulgarian administrative-territorial
system one can identify as border structures: the localities, the
38

Moldavia Republic, according to its new territorial-administrative structure, it is divided
into 32 rayon, 3 municipalities (Chişinău, BălŃi şi Tighina), one autonomous region
(Găgăuzia) and a region with a disputed statute, Transnistria which, de jure, it would
contain 5 rayons if it would have been under the state sovereignty (M.A.E.R.M. source,
2009). Territorial-administrative structures specific to the ex-soviet area and whose
territorial enlargement may be associated as an intermediary between the counties and
the cities/communes from Romania and Moldavia Republic.
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municipalities, the provinces and the regions. The border regions
identify themselves with four such territorial structures: Montana,
Lovec, Ruse and Varna (figure 42 and table 15) where 44.0% of the
surface of Bulgaria and 38.0% of its population are concentrated. It
has to be mentioned that Sofia, the capital of Bulgaria is not included
in this area.
Table 15. Territorial–Administrative Borderland Units from Bulgaria contiguous with
Romanian Borderland Counties (data sources:www.citypopulation.de/Bulgarien.html, Thomas Brinkhoff,
2003; www.world-gazetter.com)

No

REGION /
Provinces

I
1

MONTANA
Vidin

2

Montana

Density
Surface Population
(inhab/km2)
2
(km )
2008
2001

3

Vraca

4.186

244.000

58,3

Montana
Vidin
Montana /
Mihailovgrad
Vraca

II
1
2
3
4

LOVECH
Pleven
Veliko Târnovo
Lovec
Gabrovo

15.150
4.184
4.690
4.128
2.068

924.505
312.500
293.800
170.600
144.300

61,0
74,6
62,6
41,3
69,8

Lovec
Pleven
Veliko Târnovo
Lovec
Gabrovo

III
1
2
3
4

RUSSE
Ruse
Silistra
Razgrad
Târgoviste

10.843
2.624
2.876
2.646
2.754

702.292
266.700
142.300
152.600
138.200

64,7
101,6
49,4
57,7
50,2

11.929
4.689
3.820
3.374
48.529
43,7
110.994

887.222
216.300
463.400
204.500
3.073.468
38,5
7.973.671

78,6
46,1
121,3
60,6
63,3

Varna
Dobric
Varna
Sumen

71,8

Sofia

IV
1
2
3

VARNA
Dobrich
Varna
Sumen
TOTAL
(%) From Bulgaria
BULGARIA

10.607
3.110

557.500
130.800

52,5
42,0

3.585

182.700

50,9

Capital
Name
No inhab
(2003)

Ruse
Ruse
Silistra
Razgrad
Târgoviste

NUTS 5

49.000
57.200

38

44.000
121.300
66.500
44.000
66.900

38

162.128
162.128
41.900
38.800
40.500

37

312.300
99.700
312.300
88.400

30

49.000
68.900

1.069.389

143
44,4
322

1

Mehedinti

4.933

295.248

59,8

Drobeta
Turnu-Severin

106.451

66

2

Dolj

7.414

708.504

95,6

Craiova

297.539

111

3

Olt

5.498

470.709

85,6

Slatina

77.379

112

4

Teleorman

5.790

407.377

70,3

Alexandria

49.692

97

5

Giurgiu

3.526

282.554

80,1

Giurgiu

68.083

54

6
7

Calarasi
Constanta

5.088
7.071

313.626
720.303

61,6
101,8

Calarasi
Constanta

72.138
302.242

55
70

39.320

3.198.321

81,3

Total Romanian
Borderland

565
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The second border area, smaller in width, is made up of 9
border provinces (smaller structures and closer to the Romanian
counties): Vidin, Montana, Vraca, Pleven, Veliko Târnovo, Ruse,
Razgrad (does not have direct contact with the border, but its
northern limits are very close to it), Silistra and Dobric, extended on
36.0% (39,97 sqkm) of the territory of Bulgaria and where 28.9% of its
population is concentrated (table 15).

Figura 42. Regions of Development (NUTS 2) and Counties (NUTS 3) from Romania
and Statistical Regions (NUTS 2) and Districts (NUTS 3) from Bulgaria integrated in
cross-border cooperation’s structures and its demographical potential (data sources:
national Statistica offices of Romania and Bulgaria; www.insse.ro)

Also, according to the number of inhabitants, the most
important towns of the border provinces area are: Ruse with 161,000
inhabitants, Pleven 121,300 inhabitants and Dobrich 99,700 inhab
(table 15).
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4.5.6. The administrative-territorial system of the Serbian border
area corresponding with the Romanian border
Southwestwardly, Serbia is structured on provinces, districts,
municipalities, towns and rural localities (table 18). For the present
study Central Serbia (without Kosovo and Metohia) and The
Autonomous Province of Vojvodina show major importance.
The Serbian area knew significant changes at the turn of the
millennium, all on the spur of some factors that had continental and
even world echo (the war of separation of the Socialist Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia and afterwards the one in Kosovo).
Currently, we may state that the Serbia is on a new path, based on
democratic principles and it is very possible that in a short time it
may be invited to adhere the European Union.
As to the administrative aspect, Serbia did not adopted the
NUTS system, so that from point of view of making the Serbian
administrative-territorial system compatible with the Romanian one,
with the purpose of facilitating the cross-border cooperation
framework, we may associate the Serbian municipalities with the
Romanian towns and communes, while the districts are closer to the
Romanian counties in terms of surface.
The Province of Vojvodina, one that is actively integrated in
the cross-border cooperation structures with Romania, represents
approximately a quarter of the territory of Serbia (21,506 sqkm), the
2,031,992 inhabitants representing 27.1% of its population. The
administrative centre is the city of Novi Sad with 190,602 inhabitants,
being the second town in size in this state. Administratively, the
territory of the province is made up of 7 districts, which in their turn
concentrate 45 municipalities with 467 localities. Like it was the case
of the other border areas adjacent to the Romanian one, we may state
that the basic structures for creating a functional framework for the
cross-border cooperation are the localities and the municipalities
(including the towns).
At the level of the Central Serbia, as regards the
administrative-territorial organization, those over 5.5 million
inhabitants are spread at the level of 22 districts and 4,239 localities.
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Table 16. Territorial–Administrative Borderland Units from Serbia contiguous with
Romanian Borderland Counties (Data sources: www.statserb.sr.gov.yu; www.serbia.sr.gov.yu;
www.serbia-info.com/facts/provinces.html; www.citypopulation.de/Serbien.html; Census of Serbia-Montenegro,
din 2002; www.insse.ro)
Population Density
(inhab/
2002
sqkm)
(SRB)/
2008
2002/
(ROU)
2008

NUTS 5
(2009)

Capital

REGION /
Provinces /
Counties

Surface
(sqkm)

I VOJVODINA
1 North Backa
2 West Backa
3 South Backa
4 Central Banat
5 North Banat
6 South Banat

21.506
1.784
2.420
4.016
3.256
2.329
4.245

2.031.992
200.140
214.011
593.666
208.456
165.881
313.937

94,5
112,2
88,4
147,8
64,0
71,2
73,9

3.486

335.901

96,3

55.968

5.466.009

97,6

Beograd

1.119.020

3.224
1.248
3.865
2.387
2.614
3.507
3.623
3.918
2.668
2.729
2.761
2.769
35.313
63,4

1.576.124
210.290
200.503
298.778
227.435
146.551
137.561
291.230
259.441
381.757
105.654
240.923
4.076.247
74,5

488,8
168,5
52,0
125,1
87,0
41,8
37,9
74,3
97,2
139,8
38,2
87,0
115,4

Beograd
Smeredevo
Pozarevac
Kragujevac
Jagodina
Bor
Zajecar
Kraljevo
Krusevac
Nis
Pirot
Leskovac

1.119.020
62.668
41.876
146.890
35.514
39.403
39.676
57.761
57.371
173.390
40.623
63.132

56.819

6.108.293

107,5

88.361

7.498.001*

84,8

Beograd

1 Timis

8.696

674.533

77,5

Timisoara

311.481

99

313

2 Caras-Severin

8.520

325.269

38,2

Resita

83.326

77

287

106.451

66

344

No

7

Srem

CENTRAL
SERBIA
1 Belgrad
2 Danube
3 Branicevo
4 Sumadija
5 Pomoravlje
6 Bor
7 Zajecar
8 Raska
9 Rasina
10 Nisava
11 Pirot
12 Jablanica
Borderland
% of Central Serbia
Total Serbian
Borderlnad
Total SERBIA
II

3 Mehedinti

4.933

Total Romanian
22.149
Borderland
•

295.248

59,8

1.295.050

58,5

Name
Novi Sad
Subotica
Sombor
Novi Sad
Zrenjanin
Kikinda
Pancevo
Sremska
Mitrovica

Drobeta T.Severin

NU
Inhabitants
TS 5
(2003/2008)
190.602
99.471
50.950
190.602
79.546

Settlements

76.110

45
3
4
12
5
6
8

467
45
37
77
55
50
94

39.041

7

109
4.239

16
3
8
7
6
4
4
5
6
8
4
6
77

157
58
189
174
191
90
173
359
296
282
214
336
2.519
59,4

122

2.986

1.119.020

242

944

without Kosovo and Metohia

For the present study we shall consider only the districts near
the border with Romania and which makes the Serbian border area
corresponding with the Romanian one.
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Figura 43. Romanian-Serbian Borderland and its administrative-territorial

peculiarities (administrative units and its compatibilities, 2009)
(sources: Ilies and al., 2010b; National Statistical Offices of Romania and Serbia; www.insse.ro)

The Serbian border area, adjacent to the Romanian one
represents therefore 65% (56,819 sqkm) of the surface of Serbia,
divided into 19 districts, 122 municipalities and 2,986 localities. Also,
70.0% of the country population is concentrated in this area, situation
determined also by the fact that the city of Beograd, the capital of
Serbia (1,119,020 inhabitants) is included in this district border area
(table 16). Therefore we notice, with small exceptions, the existence
of an administrative and juridical framework favourable to the
consolidation of all kinds of cross-border cooperation projects (Popa,
1996).
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Conclusions
As several studies on this matter assert, Romania has been
situated most of the time in a region of interference and interaction
between the geopolitical, geostrategic and geoeconomic interests of
the great powers of the time. This has been due to Romania’s
geographical location, on the central-south-eastern part of Europe
and mostly explains Romania’s permanent political reorientation
“determined by a history of grim survival in a historical and
geographical context considered to be hostile” (Le Breton, 1996, 220).
Romania belongs to a space marked by the collapsed of the
“communist experiment” which unravelled over half of a century. The
last ten years of the second millennium, the country was transformed
by major political, economic and social changes.
Positioned halfway between the east and the west, considering
a geographically defined Europe, Romania is to be considered a
country occupying a central position. Cartography confirms the
position of Romania’s political territory at the intersection of the 45th
parallel north and the 25th meridian east. Moreover, 500 m away
from Romania’s northern border, the milestone marking the
geographical centre of Europe is located in the historical Maramureş
region, north of the Tisa river, on the territory of today’s Ukraine yet
surrounded by traditional Romanian villages.
The geostrategic advantages offered by Carpathians, the
Danube and the Black Sea have equally attracted the attention of the
East as well as of the West, offering and consolidating the role of a
liaison mediator between Central and South-Eastern Europe and the
Balkan and Near East countries. The social-political changes which
occurred after 1990 in the countries of the ex-communist bloc and
implicitly in Romania have generated profound shifts in their
economic, political and social life. An important aspect is represented
by the mobility of the population which discovered new goals and
directions. The “fall” of the “communist camp” and of the “Warsaw
Pact”, the new architecture of this region (the disintegration of
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Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and the of the USSR), the perspective of
gradually integrating new political and economical structures (EU,
NATO, the Visegrád Group etc.) have determined the creation of
new “barriers” between the population of these countries racing
towards the west.
Considering this new context, we have tried to identify the
main directions adopted in order to reach a compatibility level
between the Romanian border sector and its contiguous systems by
analysing it. Central European countries such as Bulgaria, Serbia, the
Republic of Moldova, Romania, Ukraine and Hungary have
undergone major changes in what concerns their political, social and
economic evolution starting with 1990, the year of the Fall of the Iron
Curtain. The disappearance of the “protective communist umbrella”,
which had exercised its power for half a century over these states
stagnating in an identical ideological context, has created the
premises of a new start towards the integration into occidental
economic and military structures. Besides the economic aspect, the
mobility of the population has changed in what concerns its
dimension, its direction and the borders’ degree of permeability.
These 6 countries are in different phases of their accession to
the EU and NATO, aspect which is reflected by the mobility of the
population. This study proposes a report on the situation of the
cross-border regions created by contiguity with the Romanian border
regions as it is reflected by the dynamics of cross-border systems of
the last 20 years, developing under a perpetually changing
legislation and bearing implications in what concerns all types of
cross-border cooperation.
Having started as divergent regions with a predominantly
military function, the borders of the analysed area tend to develop
nowadays into convergent areas of economic and political interests
and to eliminate the divergences imposed by the historical context
which influenced their creation. Hungary was included in the first
expansion wave, Romania and Bulgaria in the second one, while
Serbia and Montenegro, the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine are
still just partners of the EU. Therefore, the social-economic life of
these contiguous regions is rendered complex due to the current
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situation but it also offers some optimistic perspectives in what
concerns the future of Europe’s political ensemble. Some of the
elements decreasing or increasing the degree of permeability of the
border are: access visas and other formalities regarding the access to
a certain country’s territory, the number of border crossing points,
the motivation behind the dimension and the direction of human
mobility etc. The perception of these elements as barriers in the way
of the freedom of cross-border circulation is only a matter of time
and it is due to the economical progress of each political entity.
Therefore, defining Romania’s midpoint position between the
west and the east of Europe, considering the current geopolitical
conditions, depends on Europe’s new architecture which is
determined by two major aspects: the institutions of the EU and the
interest economic powers manifest towards Romania (by investing in
its economy).
Moreover, an important element in the development of crossborder cooperation is the affective factor determined by the presence
of Romanian communities outside of Romania’s borders as well as
by the presence of ethnical minorities on Romanian territory.
It is thus that we are confronted with questions seeking to
clarify the importance of a state’s dimension and population when
discussing the accession to the EU. Is Romania caught once more
between the interests of the east and west?
Finally, we wonder whether Romania’s geopolitical,
geoeconomic and geostrategic position fully corresponds to current
European realities.
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